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io n tin g up the workers' report
to the readers

broadsheet
the magazine for women
who are learning to be liberated

Broadsheet still needs help, very desperately. More than
anything else we need workers. For writing, editing,
organising, layout. You don’t need to have done it before
before - we’ll show you what to do. We all started from
scratch ourselves, so you don’t need to be an expert.
All you need is to be a feminist. If you would like to
help please phone Sandra Coney 764 893.
We also need money. It’s awfully hard for us to get
advertising because we are a feminist magazine and
because advertisers always wait to see if a magazine will
survive before they commit their clients’ money. WE
WANT TO SURVIVE. Send donations to P.O. Box
47-261, Auckland.
Our next issues will feature Older Women and Women
and Religion. Send your articles now - typewritten please.
We are thinking of starting 1975 with an issue of readers’
articles, short stories etc. So send us your material by
November 30. We are also hoping to do a feature on
separation and divorce. A sort of personal experience
thing. How you felt about getting separated, how you
feel now, what you do or don’t like about being on
your own. Send articles to the box number and enclose a
a few personal details about yourself. Age, kids, how
long married, job, how long separated etc. We won’t
use your name so you can be as personal as you like.

V id e c
W o rk s h o p
Saturday and Sunday October 5th and 6th
Video Workshop for Women only at YWCA.
Sat - Screening of films on Women’s issues
Video-taping of discussions and discussion
of tapes.

Send for a set of 7different
back issues for

$1.00

to:48St Andrews Rd.,
Auckland 3____________
Flatmate wanted for house in Freeman’s Bay.
To share with feminist and two men. Rent $12
per week. Telephone 760 984.
A feminist publishing and printing press has been set up
in Wellington, at 154 Willis Street, and has just brought
out a complete edition of Robin Morgan’s “ Monster” (with
the original version of the poem “ Arraignment.” )
They need more manuscripts and printing jobs. Write to:
Herstory Press
P.O. Box 11127,
EXCHANGE HOUSES FOR XMAS

Sun Making short video films.
Wellington Liberationist offers city flat for
two weeks from December 25th, exchange for
similar in Auckland.
From this women who are interested in continuing to study Reply : "Holiday", 123 Willis Street,
film making will be invited to attend a training course held
Wellington.
over 10 weekends.
There will be a small fee charged to cover costs. Enquiries
to Robin Scholes. 74-740

fc r
W om en

A Women’s Refuge Centre has been set up in Christchurch.
It is the brain-child of Radical Feminists with the assist
ance from SHE and NOW. Running costs will largely be
met from money pledged by supporters. The address is
249 Kilmore St, phone contact Barbara Milner Lyt 7121.

letters
/

Dear Broadsheet,
What a fabulous issue “ Women in the Arts” , something
I’ve felt needed tackling for some time. Will try to do
all I can to support your new magazine format. As noted,
‘Ms’ in the States began as a vision, with little certainty
but much enthusiasm.
Dorothy Wales
Hamilton

Surely it is the object of all Liberationists to ‘free’ both
females and males from their prejudices and bring
about more satisfying relationsmps, not for women to
strive to erect ‘barriers’ and ‘exclusions.’
To think in forms of ‘camps’ either female or male, is
to perpetuate division between the sexes. To usurp
the oppressors and become oppressors ourselves cannot
be our aim.
I am for the ‘supportive males’. The ‘free’ can gladly
accept aid from other ‘free’ people in the campaign to
‘free’ others.
Ms Bozinovitch,
Auckland.

Dear Broadsneet,
I am doing work on three of the writers included in
Twenty Artists (Broadsheet No. 22). Professor AshtonWamer has been back in New Zealand for many moons
and lives at her beautiful home in Tauranga. The
Professor hasn’t written a novel called Greenstone One
but she has written a novel called simply Greenstone and
another called Three. Her experiences at Aspen, Colorado
are recorded in Spearpoint, which I warmly recommend
to your readers. The neglect of this writer in New
Zealand should not be overlooked and contrasts spectac
ularly with the esteemed position she holds as an educa
tionalist in countries like Israel, Finland, and the United
States of America(Teacher sold over 400,000 copies in
hard cover in the USA alone, since. 1963). It took seven
years to find a publisher in New Zealand.

Dear Broadsheet,
When reading the August Broadsheet, I was disappointed
to find that you support the actions of a group of women
protesting trade unions.
I became angry at the demonstration at the Supreme Court
when I heard men yell things like “ get back to your stoves”,
“bloody housewives” etc. Then I realised that those wo
men asked for that by setting themselves up as women, as
opposed to workers. Their signs said things like, “ our
children must come first”, “ food shortages must stop” things in the traditional area of concern for women. They
reinforced the male idea that a woman will protest only
when her domestic circle is threatened.

Dame Ngaio Marsh began writing in 1932. Your readers
would get a tantalising sneak at what makes Dame Ngaio
tick by reading her autobiography, Black Beech and
Honey Dew. She’s not living alone in Christchurch at
the moment. Dame Ngaio spends more time in England
than in New Zealand and that’s where she is now.
Janet Frame was bom on August 28, 1924. But that’s a
small point. A bigger booboo was the omission of these
facts - Ms Frame received the scholarship of letters for
1964, the Burns Fellowship for 1965, and a special grant
from the same fellowship in 1966. Ms Frame now lives
north of Auckland. Janet Frame has won wide recognition
outside New Zealand. I would go much further than
Riemke Emsing - Janet Frame is one of the great writers
of the century.

These women implied that they were a group apart from
workers. Can women not be workers as well? This is an
attitude among men that I believed we were fighting. This
g?oup, at the demonstration and Myers Park, by empha
sizing the woman part did a disservice to all of us. I believe
that women should use the power of trade unions to
demand the rights that we do not have. We should not be
supporting attempts to curtail the rights of all workers.
Dorothy Anger
Ponsonby
Dear Broadsheet,
Broadsheet’s Feminist Diary describes a new breed of
feminist: she is middle-class, probably a housewife living
in Parnell; influenced by her husband; Gordon Dryden;
and the male-dominated news media. She is anti-unionist cutting across the tradition of British feminists like Annie
Besant, who were militant unionists.

What about the poet Fleur Adcock? What about the
children’s book writer Margaret Mahy? What about the
novelist Marilyn Duckworth? There.s more than meets
your issue.
Michael Anthony Noonan
Wellington

Or is Broadsheet confused? Wherever a group of women
m eet-----there is feminism. Interesting possibilities.
On the same morning I got my Broadsheet I read in the
newspaper that “ average ordinary-time earnings for
women equalled six-tenths of the male earnings.”
Most women workers in New Zealand earn less than most
men. Do you expect to raise the working conditions of
your sisters through male benevolence? Unionists demand
their rights as feminists. And feminist unionists challenge
the uncharacteristic “ interest” of the media in “women’s”
activities. The women who demonstrated for unions
were given no coverage.

A complete coverage of N.Z. women in the Arts would
take a book, not a magazine. We noted in our article
20 Artists’ that the selection of women included was in
no way definitive or made on merit. Ed.
D ear Broadsheet,
I cannot agree with all the opinions expressed by
Marilynn Johnson, appearing in September
issue. I do not see why aid rendered ny 'supportive
males’ cannot be accepted in the spirit in which it is
offered.
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true Women’s Liberationist should have been marching
with those men and women. How can sisterhood mean
anything if we do not ally ourselves with working-class
women and fight employers’ power and exploitation. Or
Janet Bedggood
are we only after the right to exploit working-class people
Titirangi
on equal terms with middle-class men? Do we want to be
bankers, company directors or professionals well-boughtDear Broadsheet,
The issue on violence was extremely good but I was amazed off by the system? Sure, we should not be excluded purely
on the grounds of sex, but if this is what the movement is
by the stand (if you could call it that) taken on the strikes
about, count me out.
against the government’s use of injunctions. The report on
the women’s anti-strike meeting was a sympathetic one
The Women’s Movement must ally itself with the radical
and Sandi Hall was careful not to commit herself one way wing of the working-class movement. This does not mean
or the other. I too believe that sisterhood is important
we ignore sexism - on the contrary, we are in a better pos
but obviously women can be wrong. I admire the guts of
ition to challenge it if we fight strongly on issues which
these women, I can appreciate that women, housewives and unite men and women. The notion that the role of women
women in employment, have often little reason to be
in the unions should be to restrain militancy puts us
sympathetic towards unions which are male-dominated
immediately in the position of fighting on the employers’
sexist and do sweet bugger-all for women, but these women side and is extremely bad for our interests. It sharpens
are nevertheless wrong and Broadsheet should have said so. male antagonism against us and rightly so. The idea is to
As Sandi Hail herself pointed out we have a class structure “unite with and struggle against” men, to quote Chairman
Mao.
in our society, women being at the bottom where they
receive a psychological and often physical battering
I work as one of fifteen women at Longburn Freezing
bearing the brunt of the accumulated frustrations and
Works, which employs five hundred workers, and I think
miseries from the levels above, to say nothing of their
I know as much about male chauvinism as anybody.
own misery and frustration. One of the few effective
However, I sense deeply that the sexism of working-class
weapons the lower classes have is to withdraw labour men is a product of their exploitation and frustration at
that women have seldom used it to benefit themselves
work - we’re the next rung down the ladder, the easiest to
doesn’t mean that we can’t and won’t. If a government
kick. Moreover, this sex prejudice is, except in a minority
can take away this weapon by the mere use of injunctions
of cases, onen to Dersnnsinn. mainlv hv example and hv
then we are back to the situation that existed in the early
standing up to it. inis is by no means easy, and 1 get
Industrial Revolution when the employers’ interests
plenty of antagonism from the women I work with because
dominated completely and the working people had almost
they lack the confidence to do this - they are much harder
no say in the shaping of their lives. We have a difficult
to persuade than the men of the need for equality for
enough task ahead as it is to change this society to
women, but I think over the long term they will be convin
accommodate women as human beings without having to
ced too. In general, it is the most militant of the men who
contend with changes in that society that remove freedoms accept my arguments most readily - they know in their
rather than increase them. In these circumstances to be
guts that the chief enemy is the company and the more
self-righteous about breaking a law that takes away your
allies in the cause the better. They see women as scabs, I
freedom is ridiculous - unions weren’t formed last century
show that I am not and I can get some where. The fact
by obeying the law, suffragettes didn’t force recognition
that women tend to be anti-union is due to the traditional
of women’s right to vote by obeying the law, and neither
role of women as dependants and exiles from the work
did European resistance fighters in the Second World War
force. Many cannot see the inherent conflict between
obey the law.
employer and employed and the need for workers to
join together as their only weapon of survival. Women’s
One result of women’s long oppression is our tendency to
Liberationists have no such excuse. We are aiming at
identify with those in authority and to wish to appear
changing the dependent state of women and this is in the
respectable. This was evident in Broadsheet’s attitude
interests of the workers. If we can persuade them of this,
towards the strike - 1 refuse to believe that the sexism of
we can get their support, but only if we support them. Of
the men themselves could have obscured the importance
course, the bulk of New Zealand trade unions are con
of the issue in dispute. It will take courage to overcome
servative and devoted to the status quo sex-wise and
these tendencies in ourselves but it must be done.
class-wise, but to indulge in antbtrade unionism simply
because most members are men is femicidal.
Carolyn Lee
Auckland
Viv Porzsolt
3gaB=ssm Btam um aBes= . _
1= = a a
Palmerston North
Dear Broadsheet,
I was both angered and saddened by two items in your
[Tlfe coverage of the anti-strike protest meeting held in
August issue. Sandi Hall (Women Protest at Union Strikes)
Mj&rs Park was intended to be an impartial account of
and Sandra Coney (Kicking Against the Pricks). The anti
thejsevent. We are sorry we gave the wrong impression.
union attitudes expressed are unfortunately typical of our
In answer to Viv Porzsolt’s criticism of Sandra Coney’s
Women’s Movement in New Zealand, dominated as it is by
item in Kicking Against the Pricks, Sandra said: “ My
middle-class women with middle-class interests.
item was in no way intended as a criticism of unions, the
Does it not occur to Sandra Coney that the antagonism
march or the strike. But, rudeness is rudeness. As for my
expressed by male strikers to her friend were as much
friend being well-heeled etc. I think you have jumped to
class-based as sexist? Can she not see that a well-heeled
conclusions, Viv. Driving a car and taking one’s children
woman driving her children to kindy, conscious only of
to kindergarten does not mean that one is well-heeled.
her own inconvenience, indifferent to the challenge to the
For the record, my friend drives a 1958 Hillman Minx,
trade union movement posed by injunctions used by
liberally patched with fibre-glass (which she did herself
employers to defeat collective action - these would be like
to save money) and the maxi was a long corduroy skirt.
a red rag to a bull for any working man or woman? Any
It was cut down from a maternity frock she says.” Ed.]
Broadsheet is shortsighted in joining the anti-union
hysteria.

A number of readers have taken issue with us over our coverage of the anti-strike protest meeting
held by a group of Auckland women. (See Letters pages) One of these readers, Vivienne Porzsolt,
sent us this article telling of her experiences while working at Longburn feezing works. She argues'
that men and women workers must stick together and work toward solving common problems.
Freezing works have traditionally been regarded as the
preserve of men, though a few sheds employ quite a
number of women. At Longburn there are facilities for
15 women. We work in the boning room, get equal pay
and seniority on the same terms with the men. We are all
classed as boning room labourers and are represented by
the one delegate. However, until recently, our work was
restricted to packing the meat and inspecting it for dust
and dirt. (These jobs are generally disliked by the men).
This meant that we women got next to no over-time. The
division between men’s work and women’s work is not
totally rigid - men often do the packing and inspecting
but only if there are not enough women available to do
it, and on occasions one or other of the women is asked
to help rail in lambs or take the bags off them. But
j trimming was always strictly for the boys. I guess a knife
is regarded as a man’s thing because of the aggressiveness
associated with it.
Shortly after I started work in the boning room last
December one of the women innocently asked if she
could learn to trim. Well, all hell broke loose. The fore
man told her she couldn’t because the men wouldn’t like
it. Rumours flew around the place. One foreman told
the men labourers that the shed President was going to
come and explain to them their exclusive rights with
knives while he told us women that the men were going
to have a meeting about women wanting to use knives.
Some of the women were sure that the men were going
to have us kicked out of the works in retaliation. One
boner told me in no uncertain terms that the moment a
woman picked up a knife, the boners would walk out.
Another boner said he'd teach the girls about boning but
it would have to be at night! When the government talks
about troublemakers in the-industry it should have a
look at the way management stirs up resentment and fear
among workers.
The hysteria gradually died down and after I had been
there for a month, I asked if I could try trimming. I
was told that there were no vacancies, but when one
turned up, I could have a go. However, new labourers
were coming in all the time and they were automatically
issued with knives. When I queried this, I was told that
they intended putting me on trimming when the second
boning belt was opened up - this has not happened this
season because there was not enough beef. So I let the
matter rest, often fuming inwardly that any pimply
faced schoolboy could get a. knife without question and
there was such a hassle for me, simply because I was
female.
We women have our own smoko room separate from
the men’s and I saw pretty early in the piece that this
could only emphasize the suspiciousness and mutual
resentment that existed between the men and the women.
So shortly after I started, I asked a shed official if
women were allowed in the men’s smoko room and was
told that it was available for everyone.So I and another
girl decided to go there. We were warned by our fellow
women workers that the men would give us the raspberry
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and wouldn’t let us in. After a few hassles over the near
door being closed on us and having to go round the long
way, we were eventually accepted, and I am now firm
friends with freezer hands who were formerly my
bitterest antagonists.
As the season progressed and I got to know people around
the place better and with their encouragement, I
thought it was time to have another go at trimming.
I approached our delegate about it. He was not at all
optimistic, saying the management would come back
with all their old excuses, which they did. So I took
the matter up with Les Mundell, the Shed President, who
wasn’t encouraging either. I suggested we should have a
departmental meeting about it, that I felt I would get
reasonable support from other labourers. Les was
doubtful about this, but I was within my rights to call
a meeting if I could get five other names supporting it.
This I promptly did. The meeting was brief, Les pointed
out that there was nothing in the award to prevent
women from doing any work they chose in the freezing
industry, various others spoke to the motion, that there
be equal opportunity in the boning room. It was passed
with several abstentions but only one dissenter. This was
far better than I had expected, and pretty good progress
in itself, I thought. The shed officials went back to
management with this backing and after a great deal of
hard talking, management conceded the right of women
to trim.Well, this was victory indeed! So I was duly
issued with knife, steel and all the gears. Then it started
‘This will be dangerous, she’ll need two safety gloves.’
‘For God’s sake, don’t cut your finger off!’
‘Haven’t you cut yourself yet?7
The confidence in me is great!
But after four weeks, I can report that I still have ten
fingers, unscathed moreover. I have been deluged with
help and instruction from all sides, mostly contradict
ory, but I can keep a knife sharp, (contrary to expect
ation) and am becoming quite a competent trimmer. I
think that those who were against the idea are beginning

12th August
Ms. Joan Anderson was one of 150 delegates at a conference
on “ Sexism in the Seventies” held in West Berlin recently.
At the conference organised by the World Council of
Churches, Womens’ organisations were asked to support
legislation protecting domestic workers, to condemn
advertising that perpetuates stereotyped images of women
and to eliminate discriminatory content and language from
teaching material. The church’s attitude toward women was
also discussed and it was felt the church"could do more to
include women. Especially to re-examine its attitude to
single women, unmarried mothers, divorcees and widows.
19th August
Dame Annabelle Rankin, the first woman to head a
diplomatic mission in New Zealand is to return home to
Australia in September when her term is up.
Dame Annabelle was the first woman to serve as a Whip in
any British Commonwealth Parliament, and the first woman
to administer a federal portfolio (housing) in Australia.

to accept it and even to have a sneaking respect for me.
I think it is a fair generalisation that those who were most
against equal opportunity are the weaker trade unionists.
There are still pockets of resistance, of course. The
invitation of the boys to share their sneak smokos in the
toilets was double-edged, to say the least, while comments
like, ‘What that bitch needs is a red-hot poker up her c—
and left there until it’s cold’ and ‘Up Women’s Lib!’
reveal the way that for many men sex and aggression seem
inseparable. But attitudes are changing fast. Whereas
before, we women were never asked to help with loading
out, once I was trimming, it was taken for granted that
I should do so. So far, the other women have not been
interested in trimming. The next step is to see that all
women when they are employed next season are
automatically given the opportunity to learn trimming.
After all, one swallow doesn’t make a summer.
I think quite a lot can be learned from my experience at
Longbum. Firstly, it is important that men and women
are segregated as little as possible so they can see
themselves as workers with common problems rather
than as enemies. Secondly, that women who want to
work for better conditions for themselves must join
with men in fighting issues that affect them equally.
Women workers are often regarded as scabs bv men
workers and to work only for women’s rights emphasises
this view. Women have recently been pictured in the
media as strike-breakers so much that it takes a lot of
hard work to change the picture. We are in a much
stronger position to fight discrimination if we support
unionism in general. Women’s rights and militant trade
unionism go hand in hand, contrary to the popular
image. Anti-male talk and action are strictly out - it is
sex discrimination we must fight, not men.
Postscript. One of the boners said to me, “ They tell me
you want to go boning.”
“ Oh, yes, any day now!” I replied. I was greeted with
a roar of laughter, and “ Never! Never in a million years”
First printed in “ The Paper”.

22nd August
Abla Khairy a 13 year-old Egyptian girl is the youngest
person ever to have swum the English Channel. She took the
title from a 14 year-old American girl, Leonare Machell,
when she completed the 21 miles in 12!/2hours
26th August
MP Dr Wall introduced the “ Hospital Amendment Bill” to
limit abortions to public hospitals. (See Behind the News
Page 10.)
September 3rd.
«
Wellington Feminists who have formed-a committee to
co-ordinate public opposition to the “ Hospital Amendment
Bill” has called for national public meetings and marches
on Friday September 13th to consolidate the opposition
to the Bill.
In Auckland a committee called AHAB (Anti-Hospital
Amendment Bill Committee) has also been set up to
encourage the opposition to this bill. The contact number
if you wish to help this committee is Sally Hollis-McLeod
day 378-604.
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A “MOTHERS’ WAGE”
OR
“ DEPENDENCY
ALLOWANCE”?
Toni Church sums up the
arguments for and against.
At the NOW seminar held on August
10 in Auckland, Toni Church gave a
talk about a “ mothers’ wage”. A lot
of interest was shown in what she
>aid, so here we reprint the text of
. Toni’s speech. Readers are invited to
. end us their views.
The Mother’s Benefit
The main arguments for this benefit
have been outlined by Brian Easton,
lecturer in Economics at the University
of Canterbury, and presented in the
N.Z. Monthly Review” for November
1973.
He proposes that $10 per week be paid
to all mothers who are responsible for
a child under the age of 5 years, and $5
per week for mothers whose youngest
child is between 5 and 12 years. He
proposes this “ in recognition of their
services to the community in rearing
the next generation within the family.
In effect, it is a mother’s wage paid
by the community as a whole”. But he
proposes that it be called “ The
Mother’s Benefit” rather than wage,
presumably because if a wage, mothers
of young children would be working
for ten cents an hour. Second, he be
lieves it is necessary to balance out the
one-earner family with the two-earner

family, particularly as equal pay will
increase the gap between one-earner
families and two-earner families. A
third reason is that to balance this gap
fathers may work overtime or take on
a second job which would give them
less time with their families. And a
fourth reason to give this benefit is
that it would encourage mothers of
young children to stay at home and
care for their children. His underlying
assumption is that this is desirable and
that child-rearing is a woman’s sole
responsibility with what he calls “ par
ental support” from husbands. He
also refers to the fact that “ The increa
sing proportion of working women has
resulted in some women feeling that
the status of motherhood is being
downgraded. In a capitalist country
where status is closely related to earn
ings, a non-earning occupation like
being a mother is given low status even
’ though we pay lip service to its impor
tance. Thus it is argued that it would
not be unreasonable for the state to
put its hand where its mouth is and
make a payment to mothers”.
These are his main arguments and he
calculates that the mother’s benefit
would cost $150 million per year to
the country. $20 million of it would
come from the increased taxable in
come arising from the implementation
of Equal Pay; $12 million from the ben
efit itself if it is treated as taxable in
come; and $32 million of it would
come from the discontinuance of the
exemption for wives to husbands of
recipients of the mother’s benefit.
This leaves $86 million.
As Easton’s proposals seem to be gam

ing increasing support, I should like to
look at his arguments rather carefully.
His first reason for proposing the pay
ment is “in recognition of their services
to the community in rearing the next
generation...” and this goes with his
desire to “ raise the status of mother
hood”. The question is however: can
this proposed amount —and that am
ount is a realistic figure in terms of
what we can expect at the most from
the government — can this proposed
amount really serve these purposes?
It is even possible that placing such a
low price on women’s services might
have the opposite effect. Whereas at
the present time women may go on
pretending that what we do is price
less, or beyond pricing, or that women
theoretically share half of their hus
bands’ salaries —if motherhood is
evaluated at $10 or $5 per week, it
seems to me that it is pinning it down
to rather a low value. It may be that
what we should consider is an exten
sion of the child-benefit rather than a
value placed on motherhood. Also,
it is possible that it might be more
difficult to involve men in childrearing if this is the value placed upon
it by our society.
His second argument that equal pay
will increase the gap between oneearner and two-earner families is a very
valid one, which should be of concern
to everyone. But will ten dollars a
week, less taxes on the benefit, less
withdrawal of exemption for the wife
on the benefit, significantly close the
gap between one-earner families and
two-earner families? It doesn’t seem
to me that what would be left is suffi-

ciently significant to justify this argu
ment for the mother’s benefit. To a
degree, it would be coming o u t of the
husband’s pocket and going into the
wife’s — that is provided he does not
withhold housekeeping money from
her.
His third reason,is that to cllose the gap
between one-earner families and twoearner families, fathers might work
overtime or take on a second job,
which would give them less time with *
their families. One could perhaps
argue,that if instead of thi s overtime ,
or second job, the wife we.-re enabled
to take on a part-time job while the
husband was caring for t’he children, it
would both help with the money prob
lem and he would get p lenty of involve
ment with his family! I mean why, if
there is a gap and there Is a means of
closing it, is it assumed l;hat the only
way to cope with it is more of the
same: the husband taking; on more out
side work and the wife taking on more
isolated domesticity? Bin t Easton is
convinced in his own mind that mother
hood is motherhood and no-one else
should do it — and I thinlk his position
on this is quite clear from the fact that
he calls this payment a M other’s Bene
fit, not a Parent’s Benefit, which might
at least encourage men tb' think they
could participate in child rearing. His
position is further clarified by his
statement that “ most people would
wish to discourage mothers of young
children taking outside employment”.
And he believes that tbe work alterna
tive would be rendered less attractive
because “ by the time th a t tax, pay
ments for child care and work expenses
are deducted from the income, plus
the fact that the household chores
still have to be done” (all presumably
by the wife) the difference in the
working salary and th e Mother’s Bene
fit would not be so gr eat. I think this
is questionable —it se ems unlikely
that a woman who really has to work
would be enabled to s tay at home if
offered this figure. But on the other
hand, he doesn’t feel l;hat the benefit
is enough to increase l,he birth-rate
and I think he may be right, except
in the case of the very poor and the
very young. At the lowest socio
economic level, ten dollars might
be significant enough 1;o keep womenhaving a baby every five years in pref
erence to the alternatives of factory
life and other menial jobs. This is ad
mittedly a subjective response. Still*
we should consider th a t if we want the
population to increase., is this the
point where it is best f or it to happen for the families involve ?d and for soc
iety in general? ... Yo u see I think his
argument that there w< mldn’t be very
much difference in pay between work

ing mothers and mothers’ beneficiaries
if the former have to pay more taxes,
transportation etc. would work most
likely with really low-paid and un
pleasant jobs. But when it comes to
the poorer woman who absolutely
has to work, the situation is a little
different.
I’d like to quote from the Finnish Gov
ernment Committee on the Position of
Women in Finnish Society, which sat
in Helsinki from 1966 to 197 O and con
sidered the problem of women from
every angle. The Committee consisted
of ten women and two men. Here is
their opinion on the wage for mothers:
The effect of the mother’s wage
would depend entirely on its size.
As it is unlikely that a mother’s
wage paid by society would be high,
it would not in practice increase to
any noteworthy extent the freedom
of women for whom an income is
indispensable to leave their jobs and
stay at home.
Mother’s wages would not improve
the position of women or the status
of their work, since a universal
“wage” would in any case be very
small. It is also an ineffective way
of improving the position of child
ren: for that purpose there are much
more effective and direct means,
such as direct transfers of income
to the child regardless of whether or
not the mother is working, the crea
tion of a general network of day-care
centres and kindergartens and a
more child-oriented approach in
community planning.
Mother’s wages are largely an at
tempt to conceal and evade changes
in the social structure and in the po
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sition of women, and their main
effect would be to delay changes in
society that would bring about
greater equality between men and
women. The status of women will
not be improved by means of moth
er’s wages; women need jobs, equal
pay for equal work and a more
equal division of the burden of
child-care and housework between
society and the family.
The payment of mother’s wages to
women who care for their children
themselves would also be inconsis
tent with the principle of equality,
since it would emphasize different
functions for men and for women.
It might also reinforce the idea that
child-care alone is a sufficient occu
pation for a woman and thus de
crease women’sinterest in acquiring
professional or vocational training.
After the children have grown up
[aged 12 in Easton’s proposals],
women with such deficient training
would be in a highly disadvantaged
position in earning a living after
their mother’s wages stopped com
ing. Finally, it would be both diffi
cult and expensive in practice to
check on the earning of other, un
reported income by those paid mo
ther’s wages. In France, for ex
ample, the mother’s wages have led
to an increase in the amount of
gainful work done at home.
It looks as if we are faced with a diffi
cult task in evaluating the mother’s
benefit. For there is no question but
that young mothers have an extremely
difficult life, even without the prob
lem of not having enough money. But
I think we must ask ourselves the ques
tion: “Will.this small amount of money

make enough difference to warrant
May decrease women’s already limited of analytic models. We shall seek to see
the possible long term effects on
how the assumptions of each model
achievement motive and lessen their
women?” Or perhaps a better way to
affect perc eption of the phenomenon
striving to acquire professional or
look at this is: “If we wish to spend
and our attitude toward it. The intell
vocational training. After payment
150 million dollars on women, is this
has stopped, women may be worse off ectual valu e of the course is therefore
the best way we can spend it? Or might than now.
both its essentially interdisciplinary
there not be other ways we could more
nature and its examination of the
usefully spend this money to improve
Difficult to administer. Women tend
social and personal consequences of
the lot of young mothers?” If we do
to take in outwork at home ( French
ideas.
persuade the government to pay this
experience) to augment income. This
Section A c overs the Status of Women
amount, which although not very sig
is generally exploited labour of the
under
the following sections:
nificant to each recipient, would be a
worst kind.
1. The Economic status of women and
colossal amount in its sum total —if we
their place iin the occupational
persuade the government to do this,
I think we must ask ourselves why so
will we get anything else from them
many feminists have not asked for this structure.
(a) Family S tructure and Occupational
for the next ten or twenty years? I
solution. They may have had good
believe that, if we want a real choice
reasons for not doing so. Here is what Change in New Zealand, 1890 - 1930
(b) The Occupational Structure and
for women, the only way is through 1 Elizabeth Reid said on the subject:
the availability of first-class, low-cost
“... the person committed to an almost the Economic Status of Women in New
Zealand since 1930.
day-care centres and creches, pre
complete restructuring of our society
2.
Sex Role Development and the
schools and kindergartens. We also
irt such a way as to safeguard the essen
Occupational
Structure
need to push the government very hard
tial dignity of men, women and child
(a)
Theories
o
f Female Personality
for free retraining programmes for
ren ... must carefully select only those >
Development
women and free contraceptives for
reforms which will be helpful in achiev
(b) The Psycho-biological Basis of Sexall who want them. These things
ing this aim and must reject any poss
Related Behaviour
might be more valuable to women in
ible solutions which, though in the
(c)
Socialisation and Sex Role
the long run.
short term they may better an exist
Development
ing inequality, in the long term rein
(d) Sex Differences in Motivation for
How we decide on this question ulti
force the present basis of power”.
Intellectual Pe rformance
mately depends on what we want for
(“ Convention Booklet” , p. 37.)
(e) The Development of Orientation
women the most and that is a very per
to Occupation
sonal opinion.
Finally, we must ask ourselves whether f) The Choice: of School, Educational
the amount this benefit would cost,
Institutions and the Development of
Mother’s Benefit —Radical Feminist
$150 million, might not better be spent a woman’s potential
Analysis
on child-care centres, creches, pre
(g) Career Patterns; women in higher
schools, kindergartens, free contracep education and in the work force.
Summary of arguments (based on $10
tives and retraining programmes for
per week):
women —to give women a greater
Section B covers the development of
choice. If we ask for the former, it
woman’s place in western society under
Advantages:
seems unlikely that we will get any of
the following sections:
the latter.
1. Pre-Modern Europe
Young mothers would have a little
a) The Greek Background
more spending money than they do
Toni Church
b) The Romani Legacy
now, that is provided that their hus
c) The Status o f Women in Medieval
bands do not withhold the amount of
England
the benefit from housekeeping money.
(d) The Church and Medieval
MORE NEWS
Attitudes to Women and Marriage
Amount probably not enough to in
ON WOMENS’ STUDIES
2.
Renaissance arid Early Modern
crease the birth-rate in most families.
Europe
(a) Women in Renaissance and Reform
Disadvantages:
ation England
We now have more details on the
(b) Women in Renaissance English
Women’s Studies course which is being
Husbands may feel less obligated to
Literature
introduced at Victoria University in
help with child-minding.
(c) Women in R« maissance French
1975.
Literature
May affect birth-rate in very poor
The course lasts for half the year and
(d) The Household in Early Modern
families, or among very young.
earns 6 credits (half a unit). However
Europe and Am erica
the course is very demanding and the
(e) The Enlightenment and Salon
Not sufficient to raise status of women reading list is about the same as for an
3. The Nineteenth Cen.1**,.
and value of motherhood.
18 credit course. The credits will count (a) The Develop >ment of the Senti
towards an Arts degree. The prescrip
mental Family
Could further polarize the sexes: title,
tion of the course is as follows:
(b) The Sentimental Heroine in
“ Mother’s Benefit” , suggests this.
The study of a particular phenomenon,
English Literature
the status of women in contempor
(c) The Female Novelist in the Nine
Not significant enough amount to
ary society. The course is divided into
teenth Century
enable women who have to work to
three parts: an analysis of women’s
(d) Women in Nineteenth Century
stay at home with children.
status, an account of its development,
French Literati ire
and an examination of organised res
May enable society to evade changes in ponses to it. Both conventional
the social structure which could lead
Section C coveirs the feminist reaction
attitudes and the mechanisms of social
to greater equality.
to the changing \ status of women under
change will be examined using a variety

I
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the following sections:
>1. The Nineteenth Century
;(a) The Feminist Reaction in the
Nineteenth Century Novel
(b) The Women’s Movement as a
Response to the Sentimental Family
(c) The Development of the Women’s
Movement and Suffrage Campaign
(d) The Married Woman’s Property Act
in England and New Zealand
(e) The Legal Emancipation of English
and New Zealand Women
(f) An End to Blackstone?
(g) Social Feminism in the Late
Nineteenth Century
(h) The Women’s Movement in New
Zealand
2. The 20th Century - New Directions
(a) Twentieth Century Possibilities :
The Surrealist Image of Woman
(b) The Political Ideology of the New
Feminism
Our apologies to Waikato University
for saying (in the last issue) that they
have not yet got their Women’s
Studies course.
Rosemary Seymour writes that there
are two Women’s Studies courses at
Waikato in the Psychology and Sociol
ogy Departments. These will be
offered at third year and graduate
level again next year.

■Li

female sociologists study in other fields in an effort to play
the male game, and to keep promotion a possibility. However,
if women do not focus on women’s issues, it is a fair bet
that men will continue either to work in the field, using
traditional sexist analysis, and false sexist assumptions, or to
ignore it altogether. Brilliant tactics!
First, force a woman to feel inferior in her research, ensure
that she will take up other research interests, and all badly
needed research on women is effectively halted, while that on
aborigines, multinational corporations, the Samoan and
Dutch communities continue.

As an exercise in awareness this conference has had no equal
for a few weeks. All pretence was over. You see sociologists
imagine themselves to be more enlightened than most. In
their attempt to be hip, they were blatantly sexist. There
was implicit recognition that the silent people (women) who
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
in the past have sat in apparent, though not effective equality
with men, are in fact inferior. The male attitude was of an
“us^and them” situation. Women were referred to as a
A report from the annual conference of the Sociological
deprived, underpriviledged group, as a special minority group,
Association of Australian and New Zealand, held in Armi‘the Black problem’, ‘the Poverty problem’, ‘the Women
dale, N.S.W., Australia, 22-25 August 1974.
problem’. Why not? But it sent a shiver down more than
one female spine. Too much of this and I would believe I
This conference, where women made up 50% of the delegates was worth very little.
taught much about where women are up to in the battle for
equality.
At the Annual General Meeting, one woman was elected amid
sexist banter, “ I will move her, if someone nominates her”.
My primary concern is for women’s self concept (the
The token woman. Fortunately, the incident stirred the
attitude a woman has towards herself). With regard to
woman present to anger, and they promised heavy action
what women think of themselves, it bepomes apparent that
men will win the battle for liberation by default if we c(o not next year. We were aware that only 5 of the 40 odd papers
become aware of where the forces of oppression come from. presented were by women, and we resolved that next year
To a sociologist studying in the area of sociology of women, there would be greater female presentation, and not on
it is immediately clear that as far as males are concerned, this women’s issues. See it works!
is an inferior field of research. Status is lost by concerning
The psychological warfare conducted by these males was
oneself with “ women’s issues” . As a result many good
fantastic. There were three main thrusts to their attack.

1. After the presentation of a paper, a woman could raise
her hand to ask a question, and have it waving in the air
ignored, while men were given a chance to speak instead.
2. A second aspect of this ‘invisible woman’ plays out as
follows: A male asks a question and is answered; a female
questions and is answered; a second male asks a question
and refers back to the first male speaker as if the woman had
not spoken. This tactic is also used in casual group conver
sation and is a pattern too often repeated to be accidental.
3. Finally, a woman may ask a question, immediately men
begin to shuffle restlessly. They look at their watches and at
the door, even though there is still 15 minutes to go until
the end of the session.
4.
This manoeuvre is really effective. It deters a woman from
speaking because she becomes so self conscious.

careful when making women aware of where they are in the
heirarchical structure of society. We need to note that
womens’ studies courses in the USA have been found to
.’j
lower women’s self concept. Data from self concept measun i
administered both before and after women have taken part
in women’s courses consistently show a lowering of their
self concept. What is needed is intervention and theraputic
tactics designed to help a woman maintain or improve her
image of herself as a worthwhile person. There needs to be
a focus on the collective achievements of women, while also
learning about the inferior position of women generally.
The women at this conference are prepared to work hard
against the injustices they saw. It is to be hoped that they
fully work out the consequences of their actions before they
act, so that what they do does not double back on women
themselves.

Which returns to the idea of self concept. We must be very

Julie Thompson

DR WALL’S BILL PUTS REMUERA CENTRE IN JEOPARDY.
Just two days after the first reading of the Hospital
Amendment Bill went through Parliament, Anti Hospital
Amendment Bill Committees were set up in Auckland and
Wellington. The committees’ aims are to fight the passage
of the bill in every way possible - by public meetings, demon
strations, newspaper advertising and letter and fund-raising
campaigns.

College of Psychiatrists announced its opposition to any
legislation which would limit abortions to public hospitals.
The New Zealand Society of General Practitioners has
announced its total opposition to this Bill and has stated that
it believes that the Auckland Medical Aid Centre is providing
an exemplary service.

The Auckland committee sent out over 6500 letters outlining
the situation on 1st September together with a request for
donations to the campaign. Donations have poured in, and
as at 10th September, totalled about $1,000.
Below is the main body of an information sheet also put
out by the Auckland committee on September 1 and
following it a list of developments which have occurred
since then.

In a survey of doctors who have referred patients to the
Auckland Medical Aid Centre, 218 have expressed complete
satisfaction with the service and only 1 has expressed dis
satisfaction.

In democratic countries, patients have maintained the right
to choose their own doctor if they so wish. Similarly, doctors
have had the right to practise their art when, how and where
they feel it is most suited for the needs of their patients and
themselves. The enactment of this proposed Bill will remove
The proposed Hospitals Amendment Act will limit abortion both these rights and cause medical practitioners throughout
the country to wonder whether this is the beginning of a
operations to public hospitals. Abortions have been
performed in private hospitals for decades and no action has change in the patient/doctor relationship. Could it mean
that pressure groups will lobby parliamentarians to restrict
been taken to stop this practice, in spite of a recommend
ation from the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecol other medical procedures such as sterilization operations,
child-birth, or perhaps family planning clinics to public
ogists. This legislation is obviously intended to close the
hospitals?
recently established Auckland Medical Aid Centre.
Public hospitals in the main centres are already overloaded,
The main argument advanced for this Bill is the recommen particularly for surgical procedures. Dr E. Parr, in a state
dation from the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynae ment last week in the New Zealand Herald claims that there
cologists. This recommendation was made two years ago
is a shortage of obstetric beds at Middlemore Hospital.
before the opening of the Auckland Medical Aid Centre. In There is also apparently a temporary shortage of beds at
the light of the opening of the centre, the Royal College
National Women’s, St Helens’ and North Shore Obstetric
of Obstetricians ana gynaecologists is re-examing its policy. Hospitals.
On the 13 August 1974, Associate-Professor R. J. Seddon,
Secretary of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecol
ogists visited the Auckland Medical Aid Centre on instruct
The restriction of the practice of abortion to public hospital
ions of the President of the College. He has now written a
will further overload these hospitals. Because of the urgency
report which will be received by the College on the 9th
September 1974.
of treatment of abortion patients, the limiting of them to
public hospitals will increase waiting lists for other obstetric
The New Zealand Division of the Australian and New
and gynaecological conditions.
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Dr George Smart, states that prior to this Centre, he was
receiving ten New Zealand patients a week, whereas he is now
receiving three a week.

THE AUCKLAND MEDICAL AID CENTRE

Finance: This is a non-profit making organisation admin
istered by the Auckland Medical Aid Trust, a charitable
It must be remembered that private hospitals are not required
Trust registered under the Charitable Trust Act, 1957. It
to inform the Health Department Statistics Centre on the
was opened on the 17 May 1974. All staff employed at
the Centre are paid on a salary basis and have no direct finan number of operations carried out. However, information
relating to public hospitals is available up until 1971. In
cial interest in whether or not a given woman receives an
1969 there were 212 public hospital abortions, in 1970, 313,
abortion.
and in 1971, 470. This means public hospital abortions
Staffing: The centre is staffed by twelve part-time medical have iricreased 122% in two years. If this trend has continued
practitioners. Two State Registered nursing Sisters and
and there is every indication from figures released from
twenty counsellors are on the staff. Their is also an Admin individual public hospitals that it has, then in 1972 public
istrative Officer and Clerk/Receptionist. A full-time doctor hospitals would have performed over 700 abortions and in
who operated at the clinic for the first three months of its
1973 over 1,000 abortions. It is clear from the information
operation and trained all the Auckland doctors involved in
available that the Auckland Medical Aid Centre is receiving
the clinic was sent to U.K. by the Trust for 6 weeks, prior to patients who would otherwise have been added into either
the opening of the Centre, to gain experience in the latest
the public hospital figures or the private hospital figures or
out-patient termination procedures.
the numbers of women travelling to Australia. Furthermore,
Patient Referral: Despite the statement in the first Manual patients at the Centre are not drawn entirely from Auckland,
distributed by the Centre to the effect that patients without as 25% come from other parts of the country.
a referral letter would be given appointments, no patient
has in fact, been accepted at the Centre without a prior
referral letter from her doctor.
Treatment Offered: After referral by her general practitionei
a woman is seen by two doctors at the Centre, who inde
pendently assess her case. A termination is performed only
after the two doctors have agreed that there is a legal indicat
ion. The Auckland Medical Aid Centre provides services
which are not available at any other hospital in the country.
These include a personal one-to-one counselling service prior
to and during and after the abortion. An educational service
including contraceptive advice. There is a physical check-up
one week following the termination. There is an emergency
telephone service, and close liaison is maintained with the
patient’s general practitioner. There is a post-operative
counselling service for psychological support and a post
abortion instruction pamphlet for each patient.
Complications: It is the first medical establishment in New
Zealand to make available an abortion complication rate.
The first 305 patients have been followed up through their
general practitioner. Replies were received relating to 263
patients and this showed a total complication rate of 5.0%
which includes both minor and significant complications.
The nearest comparable data from a public hospital is that
relating to the Women’s Hospital, Crown Street, Sydney
which had a complication rate of 11.3% in 1973.
EFFECTS OF THE AUCKLAND MEDICAL AID CENTRE
ON ABORTION PRACTICE IN AUCKLAND
One of the criticisms levelled at the Auckland Medical Aid
Centre is the number of abortions being performed there.
In the fifteen weeks that the Centre has been operating, 447
abortions have been performed. At the beginning of this year
National Women’s Hospital, Auckland, had a waiting list of
one month for termination patients. Now the waiting list
has been reduced to about one week.
There are three private hospitals in Auckland performing
abortions. Figures relating to 1973 werepublished in Nursing
Forum, June 1974 and showed that one of these hospitals
had about six hundred patients per year. This hospital has
experienced a reduction by two-thirds since the Centre began
and as a consequence has had to increase its fees. Another
private hospital is no longer receiving abortiqn patients and is
closing within a fortnight.

The Auckland Medical Aid Centre
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
If the proposed Bill is enacted, increased facilities and staff
will be required in public hospitals to cope with the increased
demand. Furthermore, if the standardof service set by the
Auckland Medical Aid Centre is to be achieved in public
hospitals, increases in staff and facilities would be consider
able, needing appropriation of public funds.

DEVELOPMENTS SINCE SEPTEMBER 1st
There is evidence that many of the patients coming to the
Auckland Medical Aid Centre would formerly have gone to 1. It seems that in his haste to please SPUC members and other
Australia. An article in the 8 O’clock, 1 September 1974 by people who object to the existence of the Auckland Medical
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Aid Centre, Dr Wall had proposed to amend the wrong section
of the Act - the part which refers to the destruction of a
viable foetus i.e. one which is developed enough to survive
outside the uterus - not to early abortion at all. Therefore,
if the amendment were passed even Dr Wall’s own aims would
not be achieved.
The wording of the amendment is:
“ Nothing in Section 182 (2) of the Crimes Act 1961 (which
relates to the causing of the death of a child in good faith
for the preservation of the life of the mother) shall apply
unless the operation is performed in an institution under
the control of a Hospital Board under this Act. Provided
that nothing in this section shall apply in any case whereby *
reason of the urgency of the case, the life of the mother is
likely to be prejudiced by the time occupied in conveying
her to such an institution.”
2. A meeting of the Royal College of Obstetricians &
Gynaecologists on September 9th
reaffirmed their recommendation of two years ago
that abortions should be carried out only in institu
tions under hospital board control.

Mr M. McCully, N.Z. Chairman of the Young Nationals
Ms I. Stanton, President, Abortion Law Reform Assn of NZ
Federation of University Women.
7. The Medical Association of New Zealand passed the
following motions at its Executive Meeting on 11 September
(a) That this Association represents to the Minister of Health
its opposition to the private member’s bill entitled The
Hospitals Amendment Act 1974.
(b) That this Association calls on the Minister of Health and
the Minister of Justice to have a full examination of the
present abortion law.
HOW YOU CAN HELP
1. Write to the newspapers expressing your concern &t the
proposed amendment.
2. Write to your M.P. or to Mr McGuigan, Minister of Health,
expressing your opposition, or send a telegram.
3. Ask you friends to write to their M.P. and to Mr McGuigan

4. Send a donation to:
The Anti-Hospital Amendment Bill Committee,
P.O. Box 47-261,
3. The interest of politicians in Auckland Medical Aid Centre
Auckland.
has finally been aroused. The clinic has been visited by Messrs
Tizard, Muldoon, Highett, Gair and Byrch and visits are
5. If you wish to join the “ Friends of the Auckland Medical
expected from Messrs Moore, Hunt and Isbey. The clinic
Aid Centre” please send $1 (and a donation) to:
welcomes these visits as its high ethical standards and the
great need for its continued operation can be demonstrated
The Auckland Medical Aid Centre,
at first hand during them.
1 Patey Street,
Auckland. 5.
4. A public meeting convened by the Wellington Committee
was well attended and supported and Dr Rex Hunton,
Medical Director of the Auckland Medical Aid Centre was
given a standing ovation. A similar meeting is to be held in
Although people involved with the Auckland Medical
Auckland on 13th September and a similar reaction is
Aid Centre were dismayed and depressed at Dr Wall’s
expected.
bill, pretty soon a mood of optimism prevailed as a

STOP PRESS

5. Nationwide marches against the amendment being
organised for September 13.

result of the massive public support following the intro
duction of the bill. The meeting on Friday 13 September
was packed and speakers were given a good reception.

6. The following groups and individuals had expressed
opposition to the Bill as at 11 September.
Abortion Law Reform Association (Wgtn Branch)
National Organisation for Women (Wgton Branch)
New Zealand University Students Association
Women’s Workshop
Dr James Kelly, (Chairman, General Practitioner Society)
Dr Erich Geiringer, G.P.
Dr John Robinson and Frances Acey (Labour Party candi
dates for Wltn Hospital Board)
Dr R. Hunton, Director, Auckland Medical Aid Centre
Rev. D. Glenny, Presbyterian Minister
Auckland University Students’ Association
Ms A. Watson, Abortion Law Reform Assn of N.Z.
Ms M. Larsen, Women’s Abortion Action Committee
Students Teachers Assn (Women’s Rights Committee)
N.Z. Psychological Society (Auckland Branch
Women’s National Abortion Action Campaign (WONAAC)
Young Socialists
Women’s Abortion Action Committee (Wgtn)
Catherine Wilson (Deputy Leader, Values Party)
Helen Smith (Porirua City Councillor)
Gyles Beckford (President, Victoria University Students’
Association)
Mr D. Dugdale, Barrister & Solicitor
Cherry Raymond, N.Z. Columnist
Ms M. Blackburn, Child
Psychiatrist
Mr R. Clough, Leader, Values Party

The bombshell dropped on Monday 16 September at
4.15 p.m. when plainclothes detectives arrived at the
Centre, took photographs of everything and removed
ALL THE FILES. They also watched the theatre sister
burning rubbish in the incinerator and made her show
them every item before she threw it into the flames. They
also took her car number. Workers at the Centre were
shattered and the Medical Director, Dr Rex Hunton
decided to close the Centre for a week because he did
not feel he could ask the staff to continue working under
such harassing conditions.
Apparently a private complaint had been laid to the
Police and on the instructions of Detective Superinten
dent Perry, the Police acted. At the time of going to
print (17 September) the Police would not divulge the
name of the person who had laid the complaint or the
nature of the complaint.
As the law stands only one doctor can be charged over
one specific case. So the removal of the files (over 400
of them) remains a mystery. Perhaps they intended to
read them all and pick what they feel is a weak case to
prosecute! As it is, all that confidential information
about all those women is in the hands of the police and
all women booked into the Centre for the next week at
least will not get their abortions.
Although this is all very depressing there is one encoura
ging aspect to the whole thing. They’ve pulled out all
the stops. Things can’t get worse. They must get better.
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Toffler
talks I
to
'
Broadsheet
Alvin and Heidi Toffler

A Broadsheet reporter was ,at the Auckland
University Students’ Association on Saturday 17
August, when Alvin Toffler spoke to a large
audience of students and other interested people.
She asked Toffler questions about feminism:
B roadsheet: What effect do you think the feminist
movement is having on the overall social structure,
particularly in the U.S.A. where the movement is so
much stronger than in New Zealand, particularly taking
into account their seeking to find alternative ways of
organising, o f structuring groups. What effect do you
think these could have on society as a whole?
Alvin Toffler: I think the Women’s Movement in the
United States is a very important movemient that is having
having a tremendous effect, on the* whole a very positive
effect, on the country. I’m not sure that the conscious
ness raising groups represent an organisational form that
is of any great consequence, except; within the movement.
I’m not sure whether this is a transferable form. The way
the Women’s Liberation Movement is organised or dis
organised is not as interesting to me as some of the
possible reorganisations of social institutions that the
movement is proposing. For example, it seems to me that
that the whole idea of dual careers, husbands and wives
sharing a job, that is a very powerful restructuring idea
and has all sorts of implications buried in it. I think
that’s interesting and valuable, one that I would like to
see developed.
I think what the Women’s Movement is doing is giving
the country a new consciousness, men as well as women.
A new consciousness of the whole notion of what a role
is. Not just sex roles, but roles, and the movement is
saying that freedom exists, not just of equal pay but
also the opportunity to choose among roles. What women
are saying is that the roles available to us in the society
have been restricted and we want equal access to alter
native roles in the society. That’s a powerful notion and
will be of value, not just to women, but may have some
effect on re-shaping the Black Movement. There has been
a lot of feed-back between the Black Movement and the
Women’s Movement - they don’t always agree, as you
know and there are very special considerations in the
Black community that make Black women very uncertain
about the Women’s Movement, but the Women’s Move
ment has adopted wholesale a lot of organisation and
tacticla ideas from the Black Movement. I wouldn’t be
surprised to see some reverse flow of influence. It is
really astonishing to us to see the impact of the Women’s
Movement in our country and those of us who have been

aware of this as an issue for many, many years. The issues
are really not all that new - there were people writing
about them 25 years ago and earlier, but nothing
happened. Nothing happened in the States until Betty
Friedan wrote “The Feminine Mystique” and that
appeared in 1964. Just one reason for the social explo
sion when the book came out was the change in the social
setting which grew out of the fact that we had several
factors that had come together at the same time. We had
a younger marriage age, we had many more women who
had been mrougn college and had naa their children early
in life and suddenly around the middle-sixties there was
a significant number of middle-aged women who
suddenly found their children grown and leaving home
and nothing left in life to live for. That all came together
(of course with all sorts of other influences such as the
Pill and all kinds of influences in society). When Betty’s
book came out it lit the match to a social tinder that was
ready for it at that time and since then I think the
changes have been just astonishing.
How do you regard the nuclear family?
In my view, the nuclear family is a product essentially
of industrial society, a form of family structure which
fits the needs of an industrial society and therefore
developed and became the ideal form, the standard form
in industrial societies. I believe that industrial societies
are in general crisis - they are cracking-up and the crackup of the family system is one of the reflections of that.
If a new society is going to emerge it is going to have
other requirements of the family system. It is therefore
probably going to lead to families having different forms
and different shapes. Now, nobody knows what the new
society is really going to be like and therefore we don’t
know what the most appropriate family structures will
be.
It seems to me that what is happening is an enormous
amount of experimentation with alternatives. Some of
these experiments are good and some of them are bad,
some of them are irresponsible and some of them are
reasonable and some of them will fall by the wayside
as being evolutionarily inappropriate and others will
flourish. Maybe the communes won’t work - who knows,
maybe they will - 1 don’t know, or maybe they will
work for certain limited groups in the society. I don’t
think that we in the States will ever go back to having a
uniform family system in which it is expected that
everybody is part of a nuclear family. This is not
just because there are some, what you call, ‘stirrers’
making trouble it is because the system is in trouble as a
whole.

EDITORML
consume devour eat buy use drink get grab
scoff suck it up gobble gorge ingest • V O M IT !
How do you feel about advertising?
Do you hate it? Does it disgust you?
Join the club. The majority of people
interviewed with regard to advertising
express precisely those feelings. But
advertising still appears in cinemas and
on radio, on television and billboards,
and occupies 5075% of the newspaper
or magazine that you buy.
And that is because advertising does
play an important role in New Zealand's
economy: news media need it to remain
solvent; businesses feel they have the
right to tell the consumer about their
wares -- and of course, advertising
expenditure is tax deductible. As well
the principle of mass production, which
is at the base of our way of life is the
reason that you have a choice of clothes,
foods, furniture, vehicles, reading
material etc - and that principle is
made viable by the advertising dollar.
Advertising in itself is not pernicious -but the way it is done, on any medium,
usually is. The need to trade and barter,
even when there is seemingly nothing
to trade or barter seems to be a deep
rooted one, as a study of the Tobriand
Islanders by Dr B. Malinowski shows;
Mel Blanc, an American ideas man,
cartoonist and the voice of most Disney
characters, said that the first advertising
was done when a man stood outside his
cave and hollered ' I want a woman, I
gotta have a woman,' which has advanced
today to men dressing in leather jackets public, Manufacturers and businessmen
are far more concerned with their profit
and sloppy jeans muttering 'I want a
woman, I gotta have a woman.' We all index than they are with consideration
for the people they supposedly serve;
advertise, in the most accurate sense
they by and large refuse to put money
of the word. We talk about our
into research to determine what the
achievements, so that we 'buy' an
public wants and how best to deliver
increased respect from our colleagues,
it They are often contemptuous of the
or a higher rung on the job ladder. So
why is it that this thing, this advertising, general public. A commercial I created
for a low calorie drink was initially
has the wholesale condemnation that
turned down because, as the manufact
it seems to do?
urer of the drink put it - ' I don't want
facts, I want a bird with big tits on a
Obviously, it is because much of the
advertising material is condescending in beach'.
tone, simplistic, even juvenile in concept The general public is also guilty. It is
so easy to blame the advertising agencies
and demeaning in its stereotyping of
rather than to face the facts: a proffered
both men and women.
ass begs to be kicked. Ask yourself
Who is to Dlame for this state of affairs? how many times have you watched a
commercial on television that really
The advertising agencies? Partially.
But the bulk of the blame must rest on enraged you - and made you sit down
and write to the NZBC about it?
the shoulders of the businessman who
How many times have you seen a stereoemploys an agency, and the general
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typerJ advertisement in a magazine - and
w ritten to complain? If you have
never done this, how can you expect
the businessman to know that you do
have half a brain, that you are fed up
with being manipulated? How can you
expect him to take your point of
view into account, when he keeps selling
his product because you are too
indifferent to boycott it?
Constant letters to advertising media
about the quality and content of
commercials would bring about a changi
fast. Why? Because Mr Businessman
knows one thing: he's got to keep you
happy so you'll buy his goods with
your money which he wishes to see in
his bank.
The power is jn your hands.
Sandi Hall

PACKAGING
W OMAN
The
agencies
male, as women seem to be so necessary to the advert
ising business. How do the men in advertising really
feel about women?
Clyde Scott. We don t have any women in policymaking
positions at Gray Scott Inch. We have a lot of women
working in - OK - what are basically female type slots,
but our point of view is that women who are desirous of
having executive standing haven't presented themselves
in an executive capacity.... there aren't many career
women in this country.'' i
Bob Harvey: "I see no difference in the ability of women
to do the same jobs as men and feel no hesitation in
hiring them. Women have to understand that equal
work and equal pay mean equal responsibility; it takes
a grown up woman to know that, accept it and work
happily in that atmosphere."
Ian Barker: "Women don't have equal opportunities
in advertising. If the woman has enormous talent, she'll
make it, but if she hasn't got that talent she won't.
And that's discrimination. Why should the male idiot
be fostered and permitted and helped to reach the top,
but the female idiot not given the same opportunity?"
David Fearnley: "We have two creative group heads, a
media manager, an accountant, an account executive, a
director of the company who is also in charge of our
media services, assistant account executives, aetists and a
television producer who are all women. In nearly every
department of Dobbs Wiggins McCann Erickson there is
a woman in some form of management position."
Why do women appear in sucn demeaning, stereotyped
roles in so many commercials?
Barry Armstrong: "...the majority of women are still
in a home environment, looking after a family and get a
great deal of satisfaction from doing those particular
Mumsey things. So the particular formula of advertising
which shows women in this domestic situation is a very
successful one."
David Fearnley: "T o communicate, you've got to talk to
the person concerned, whomever he or she may be."
Ian Barker: "I think you have'to realise that we are in
the business of selling products, not in the business of
educating people. While the average woman continues
to see herself as a housewife, she'll react to commercials
that show housewives."
Clyde Scott: "The general public have gotten used to a
formula, a method of presentation which thev accept.

You are a thinking, questioning woman, a member of
your small intercity or rural comm unity that is a part of
the overall comm unity of New Zealand. Television is
very familiar to you, you don't think much about it
because it is an ordinary part of your life, virtually
another piece of furniture to be arranged in the lounge or
den. If you did spend a time thinking deeply about tele
vision, you may begin to wonder about various aspects
of the programmes and the commercials. And perhaps
you'd get angry, annoyed, irritated and downright fur
ious at the treatment women in general are meted out
both in programming and commercials.
The majority of all commercials shown on television
originate from advertising agencies. There is a myth
about advertising agencies, a glamour attached to the
business that still exists; it is a split personality myth,
because on the one hand the business is reputed to be
one that inevitably means high salaries, expense accounts,
avant-garde clothes while on the other hand, it is cast
igated for turning out a high proportion of insulting,
boring, stupid and poorly produced work.
It is also a business that is male dominated, all over the
world. Oh, there are some women who have climbed to
the top; one name that always crops up when women in
advertising is the subject of the conversation is Mary
Wells. Dynamic, successful, head of her own agency in
the States, now part of an immensely successful threeway partnership agency in New York. I remember when
she made it — and the rumours that she did so on her
back. A high percentage of all commercials are aimed at
women, and many of them feature women as the central
character. One would think that with this tradition
having been.followed fo r many years, advertising agencies
in general would be very sensitive to women as a whole.
One might even expect them to be champions of the fe

Continued on Page 20
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MODELS
Two Niows

MALE MODELS: Male models fo r parades and photo
graphic work receive the same rates as females. Model
agencies could do with a few more good male models on
their books.

Maybe not a job that avid feminists would stomach,
but nonetheless one that offers an astonishing amount
of variety, good working conditions and satisfaction, if
you've got the patience for it. You don't have to report
to the same boss every day: you're the boss and can
virtually work to suit yourself. It does sound an ideal
existence for those who enjoy having plenty of free time,
but a model has to be successful to make it work.

Plastic bodies, heads fulla candy-floss?
Gone are the days of outsize false eyelashes and all-over
body makeup and the notion that models are, generally .
lacking in brain cells. Also the idea that they're some
sort of superbeings immortalised on glossy paper. Models
are just people doing their job, like everybody else, except
that they tend to be in the public eye more than most.

Unfortunately, this profession is not one that is taken
very seriously; in New Zealand there are not many fulltimers, as the amount of work available is not great.
Therefore a full-tim e model may live in comparative
luxury one month and frugally the next depending on
the fluctuation of her earnings. Many girls have a job
going simultaneously with their modelling careers, to get
through the lean times. You'll find models working in
restaurants, banks, advertising agencies, schools and other
occupations, taking time o ff for their modelling jobs as
often as they are required, provided the boss agrees.

To be a model you have to have an ego: you also have
to expect knockers. Like walking into your local pub
and putting up with snide comments (usually from
women) like 'she's not so hot' or 'here comes Twiggy'.
Maybe you've read the facts that some models, here and
overseas, provide regarding their makeup, exercise habits
and 'beauty secrets'. It may sound a bunch of trivia makeup in particular is regarded as one of the trappings
of the vain woman, but to the girl who has chosen this
very precarious career, feminine trimmings such as make
up, accessories and established beauty routines are her
tools, for w ithout them she w ouldn't make the grade.

'Full-tim e models', that is, those who are available for
work all the time, usually enjoy periods of non-stop work.
With the rates as they are, they stand to make a sub
stantial amount of money. If a girl is versatile, and in
demand, she can make money out of all the different
types of modelling.

I have spoken to many girls as to why they have made
modelling their career. They all know it is destined to
be a short-lived one. The reasons vary from 'having
acting ambitions' to 'helping their man pay o ff the
mortgage'. I must say that at best, being a model can
satisfy a creative flair for producing photographs, the
best examples of which can be kept by the model as
part of her portfolio, and are of great use in obtaining
more work.

PARADE WORK. This is preferred by many full-time
girls as there is little exposure involved. The mone\ is
good: $12 for a half-hourly daytime parade, double the
price for evening. In-store parades are considered a
splendid job, as the number of people who see them do
not compare w ith the vast numbers who may view a TV
commercial. Therefore a model does not run the risk of
being over-exposed when her public consists of shoppers.
Not all models are suitable for parades. Sizing is
important, 1012 preferred.
SEASONS: A season with a clothing manufacturer during
the mad rush of buyers from stores all over the country,
means steady work for 6 to 8 weeks. This type of work
involves a great deal of putting on and taking o ff clothes.
PHOTOGRAPHIC: As a good model relies on her sense
of the dramatic, so a photographic model does even more.
Or should, I should say. ^Some clothes are so dull that it
can take a great deal of effo rt on the part of the model and
photographer to make them look in any way exciting

Advertisers decree that the faces that represent their
products, and thus the pages of magazines and the
TV screen, have a certain appeal to the public. A model
has to be adaptable? to fit into the mould or ideal depicted
on a commercial artists drawing board. Then an art
director w ill fit a face with the right image (wholesome,
bouncy, supa-snooty') to the product he is presenting
to the public.
Obviously all models do not lcu< like the impossible
beauties one sees flicking through a Vogue; there is a
wide market for the average-looking person, although
their services may not be required as often as those who
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have the accepted 'good looking' face. Overseas model
agencies such as London's 'Uglies' cater exclusively for
ads which require unaverage trimmings.
Problems encountered by models in the course of their
job, and the w ay' they are presented to the public
varies from girl to girl whatever her attitude to her job.
A model who is scrupulous in her choice of work, care
fu lly screening the good from the not so good is doing
herself a service, although she can't afford to be too
choosy in New Zealand. By making sure a job is up to
her standard she's generally got to make a stand against
work she doesn't want to do. M ilitant non-smokers may
refuse to do a cigarette advertisement; not everybody
wants to be in an ad fo r an 'intim ate' deodorant.
Being told to 'act sexy' is a variation of 'watch the Birdie'
that infuriates most models, especially if they don't like
the client. Jenny Warde is one such lady who grits her
teeth when faced w ith some slob who tells her to 'act
sexy'. Jenny doesn't work through an agency any more,
preferring to work fo r and through friends who are
photographers. Even though she doesn't agree w ith some
of the bad points of advertising like 'preying on people
who suffer from fantasies' she says that modelling 'spoils
you fo r other jobs'.
Cattle market” interviews are fairly bad news for anyone
with sensitivity.
A selected bunch of girls is requested to be at the same
place at the same time. They all sit nervously around, and
are presently joined by a couple of berts who discuss
the fine and not so fine points of the ladies sitting in front
of them. These berts nod in the direction of the sheila
who has the right hair colour or whatever, then argue and
have little jokes between themselve.,. I spoke to nearly
all the girls who were present at one of these undignified
functions and they were hacked off. 'I thought he was
going to ask to see my teeth' said one. Interviews one
by one are OK, but personally I'll never again attend a
m ultiple viewing session.
A matter that concerns all models is the fluctuation of
wages and the time that is spênt in waiting for money.
Bills like the rent w on't wait, and when an eagerly
awaited cheque does not contain as much as you'd expected
it's a b it disheartening. The agencies pay monthly, thus
a job done one month may not be rewarded until the
next month, or the next, whenever the client pays the
agency. Some clients can be very slow paying: vn "
hear gripes about a client who has not paid for six months.
It must be considered that a model is last on the scale
of payments after the establishment who hired the girl
has been paid by the client, the model agency receives
the payments and deducts their cut, then payment finally
makes its way to the model.
So although the scale of wages may appear high, it must
be remembered that like all casual workers, models do not
benefit from sick pay, or holiday pay.
Also, unlike models overseas, .local girls”do not receive
royalties from TV and cinema commercials. They are
paid a flat fee, which often does not cover the amount
of exposure a commercial may receive. If a face has
become too associated with a particular product, other
advertisers w ill be wary of booking that face to advertise
their product. Adequate compensation for over-exposure
is sometimes given in the form of a contract, which
prohibits the model to take on any work with a rival
company; or it may specify that she may not appear in
any advertisements for up to two years. Being paid not
to work, in fact. These contracts are rare.

Model agencies in Australia are associated with Actors'
Equity, but it is doubtful whether the same w ill happen
here. Paul Halloran, who has been sorting out models'
financial muddles fo r some yearsis getting together a
models' union, which will hopefully give models some
sort of protection.
Over-exposure of a model's face shortens her career.
Therefore a model must ensure that if she is to be used
extensively on an advertising campaign, she must secure
compensation fo r the work that w on't come her way.
In the past there have been some classic cases of being over-,
exposed for little more gain than the models finding
that their faces are too well-known.
An interesting case of exploitation is the present predic
ament of Ashley McKegg. Ashley turned up to do a bra
ad with three other girls. It was understood that the
photographs taken were to appear only in magazines.
Ashley was paid $23. Months later, a single shot of
Ashley appeared on hoarding boards. .
Unfortunately, Ashley signed a general release form, which
gives the model's permission to do virtually anything w ith the
photograph. A fter a form like this has been signed, there
is very little a girl can do, except kick up a fuss, and
this doesn't do much good either. I would personally
like to see general release forms banned; release forms
can be waved at a girl when she is dog tired after a job 'Oh
by the way, sign this', and she'll sign it to get out of
there.
Ashley should have been fu lly informed of exactly the
job entailed (this isn't the model agency or the photo
grapher's fault, they .often aren't let into the full details
themselves.) Ashley said if she'd known the shot was
going to be used for billboards, she'd never have agreed
to do it.

You hai/eto expect knockers.
Like walking into pour
local- pub and
putting up with snide
comments
(usualIp from women)
like shes not so hot'or
'here comes Twiggy.'
This sort of thing happens because new advertising
campaigns are so often shrouded in secrecy that even the
necessary workers such as photographers and; models are
not always trusted with the 'secret' details.
The head of the advertising agency involved told me in a
very loud voice, over the nhone, that Ashlev had signed
this general release form and he could do whatever the
hell he liked with them. 'F or general promotional purposes'
he said. He asked me just what did I know about
advertising and did I know the media figures about the
number of people who read magazines, as opposed to
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Ashley McKegg with the offending hoarding.
are easy enough to work for, some of them even make the
jobs highly enjoyable, but after learning the attitude of
someone who has the ability to hire and fire models, I
would advise new models to tread carefully. A selfemployed person has to guard her own interests, and that
is what models w ill have to do, until such time as they
get full protection for as long as their career lasts.

billboards? What does he know about a girl who's trying
to make a living in a career that is so liberally sprinkled
w ith pitfalls?
The model release form has provision fo r 'Photographic/
Poster or Hoarding! This provision is made to protect the
model and a photograph may not be used unless she has
specifically put a cross in the box provided, in this case
photographic/poster or hoarding. So if she is careful
when she fills out her own release form , she is covered
from every angle. The general release form is designed
to protect those who may want to use the photograph.
It is of no use to a model unless she is being paid a negot
iated fee, and knows every detail of the job.
The head of the advertising agency was highly indignant
that a model should have the nerve to consider herself as
a person who had any right of comeback against him.
There's a whole lotta buck-passing going on ... it's nobody's
fault, really.
So in some ways the model is at the bottom of the pile.
She's certainly not allowed to speak up and say what she
thinks of conditions ... she might lose work. Most clients

One thing that model agencies are useful fo r is screening
their gals from pervy characters who present some nebulous
project. They usually flick through the files of photo
graphs, comment on particular attributes and eventually
get around to the main purpose in their coming: they
want a b it of bare ass. These charmers are invariably
shown the door, particularly if they've had the nerve to
ask for phone numbers. Doreen Morrison, manager of
June Dally Watkins, Auckland's most well-established
model agency, maintains that the agency's good reputat
ion disallows this sort of shady dealing to happen often.

Elizabeth !/l/illiams

How to become a Dolly Bird in'one easy lesson
hairdos, fingerpaint, eyelash’es, dollybird techniques and
modelling. Of course there was the small investment
of 50 dollars which Mother paid eagerly, thinking how
nice it would be to see her daughter in the Womens
Weekly and how it would impress all the relatives and
show them that I was not a hopeless dropout after all.

It all began when my mother pushed an advertisement
'Models Wanted' in fro n t of me and said that if I didn't
get a job soon there would be trouble. Mother had the
idea that after disgracing the fam ily by dropping out of
Teachers College I should do something respectable like
office work etc. instead of bumming around in hospital
kitchens and dishwashing in restaurants. A fter a lot of
pushing from Mother, who had always hoped that some
day I would do something glamorous and fu lfill her
dreams, I decided to take the plunge. A fter all it could
be a laugh, even glamorous, and plenty of men had said
that I was alright to look at.

By now I was quite eager and looking forward to hitting
the Big Time and money. A fter about two weeks of
applying makeup and learning how to catwalk (rolling
down the stage like a dummy on wheels) and how to
smile - sexy smile, cheeky smile, outrageous smile, etc.
in preparation for whatever mood the advertising agent
plus the photographer thought would sell his product,
one received a diploma and some nice photographs of

So o ff I went to enrol myself at a modelling school for
charm, elegance, deportment, poise, posture, makeup,
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oneself doing all these things and the promise of success.
I had now entered the Golden Gates of Dolly Bird Land.
You even had to practise being filmed in case you ever
managed to get television advertisements, and they had
some man there to give us a "screen test". This of course
impressed us all so much that we laid on our best per
formances fo r him. Afterwards I found out that the guy
had no film in his camera and they never do fo r such
"screen tests".
Of course not all the girls are accepted so this made the
course very competitive, competition being the most
vicious element in the world of .Plastic Woman. The big
orgasm for these girls would be to win the Model of the
Year award and the one that wins is usually the one
who is the most skilful at the art o f Dolly Birdism, or
she knows the photographer who is the key judge. In
side the modelling house that I was in a system of heirarchy existed between the girls who had made it as top
models and the others. They were held in awe by the
rest. Whenever one of these super models came through
the door all of the girls would oooh! and aaah! with
admiration and envy for her brilliant makeup, artistry
and gliding catwalk. Yes she had mastered it. It seemed
that the bigger the lashes the more attention she could
attract. That was the eyelash era of '68. Often girls like
this would have years of experience in makeup trickery
behind them and they would dedicate their entire life to
obeying the commands of King Advertising.
Women have got this idea that if men make a fuss of you,
they must like and respect you. In the modelling and
advertising world the men that one associates with make
a great deal of fuss over you and at first you think it is
great and you feel like a precious doll. In actual fact
most of them despise vou as a master despises his ser- j
vant and a male chauvinist role-playing husband despises
his submissive role playing wife.
For instance I heard this conversation between a
photographer and an advertising man when the models
were changing:
Photographer: "B it of a moll that one with the fat arse."
Adman: "Yeah, what about that one with the boobs eh!
W ouldn't mind laying her."
Photographer: "Yeah, nice bit of crutch. Ah Christ,
what's the bloody time? Hurry up you broads!”
And it is the model's role to obey. Once I and two
other models were doing a feature for one of Auckland's
leading fashion photographers and I suggested changing
our position when he d id n't seem to be having much
success w ith the lighting, and he yelled back at me
"Just shut up and stand there. You models are supposed
to do as you are told and leave the organising to me." My
idea was actually superior to his but because I was a
model I had to be beautiful, dumb and obedient to this
prick.
So you can see how women are exploited not only be
cause of sexist advertising but also while they are invol
ved in it, and we will never be free from this oppression
until we smash sexist advertising and"the stereotype
roles that it supports?
The interview I had with a certain photographer went
like this: I stood waiting by the desk for 10 minutes
while he shuffled his papers and chewed gum like a Gl,
then he looked up and said in a mock American accent:
"Well baby, what can I do for you?"
" I'd like to do modelling” .
"So you want to be a model, well baby I'll tell you
straight, it's not all glamour, it's hard work, let's have a
look at you", chewing all the time.

"Well baby, not bad, not bad. Turn around, your hips
are too big - make them smaller. Turn around. Your
eyes are too small, make them bigger. But I'll give you
some test shots anyway. How's that eh? I don't have to,
mind you." ( Kiss my toes)
^
"Wear a denim shirt open down the fron t and be here at
8.00 tonight, see you, see you."
These test shots are to see if you are photogenic and any
good at putting on an act for the camera.
Then came the phone call from the photographer. "The
shots were great baby, great." (Always this endearinq
term, Baby)
"W e'll do your first shot tomorrow, Big ad this, big job
You w ill be wearing 2000 dollars worth of fur, only you
w ill have to make those boobs stick out more - pad
them up with something. Okay? And I want that make
up to be perfect - big eyes. Okay."
A fter standing for about tw o hours concentrating on a
smouldering smile in a 2000 dollar fu r ne.xt to a 1000
dollar dog and eskimo artifact, the job was done and we
all went to dinner in a fast car to a smooth restaurant.
This all sounds very glamorous, but it's all part of the
business scene and the model doesn't mean a thing to
these people except that she has to sell their product. The
model is the underdog - for example I was paid 30 dollars
for that particular advertisement (4 months later)
which sounds a lot fo r two hours work, but the photo
grapher would have received about 400 dollars and the
agent about 800 dollars. The amount o f money which
a firm will spend on advertising a product is endless, for
example: hiring ten people to stand around blowing

Models ore not real n/omen.
They don't fart or burp,
hai/e underarm hair
or Naginal odour
bubbles over you in a bath tub for 3 hours, or getting
ten models organised by 5 in the morning at Bethells
Beach to catch the right light which will sell see through
lingerie to all the young sophisticates of Remuera.
Being a model means being part o f the media and this
means being accepted and respected by society. They
are the ultimate in dolly birds and they perpetuate
stereotype role playing and sexism. They are not real
women. They d on't fart or burp, have underarm hair or
vaginal odour, have babies or breasts with m ilk in them
and they don't feel or think very much about the negro
children in the U.S.A. who are dying from m alnutrition
and lead poisoning or the young Maori girls in homes
with nowhere to go and no one to father their babies,
and the solo mothers in Glen Innes struggling on 30
dollars a week because their husbands could not face the
responsibility of children and breadwinner neurosis. Or
the middle aged women in Oakley suffering from
suburban neurosis and the young girls who gaze at
glossy pictures of them and get inferiority complexes
because their legs aren't the same shape, and the boys
who see these pictures and think that that is how women
are supposed to look.
For prostituting myself to the capitalist system I got a
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write up in the local paper - " Local girl makes good"
style. For protesting against the war in Vietnam when I
was 15 I got a w rite up in the paper "Schoolgirls shame
school in scuffle with police at demonstration" style.

Haven't tried
Smirnoff?

The model is the consumer goddess of the industrial
world. She sells anything from an eggbeater in a mini
skirt to petroleum in a bikini, holding the almighty
penis of pollution as if she was about to seduce it.
Advertising is the big brainwash in our society. The
advertising kingdom has invented new ways of getting
their message across using the subconscious
by
flashing images across the screen at a high speed. For
example:
flash: opening of aftershave bottle top.
flash: woman's navel,
flash: man's eyes.
flash: liquid pouring from bottle in slow motion.

W here
in th e world
have you been?

Yes, advertising will cash in on anything from sex to sell
cars to parenthood to sell life insurance. Capitalism
means exploitation, consumerism and pollution. Capit
alism exploits the factory workers who make the
products that sexist advertising promotes. Through
their greed, fat capitalists pollute our earth fo r example
by using mercury in a paper bleaching process because it
is cheaper. Through their greed thousands of people are
slaughtered on the roads because the breweries w on't
admit that drunken driving causes 90% of road deaths,
and I turned on a sexist smile for them in an advertise
ment for vodka.
If beauty is the earth and the life it gives; the sea when
it is not Polluted; the seasons; the sun; motherhood;
fatherhood; sisterhood; brotherhood and the unity of
people, then surely something as antilife as capitalism
and all its advertising must be ugly.

/l/liriam Cameron

Miriam Cameron turns on a sexist smile for a vodka ad.

Continued from Page 15

and this is particularly true of commercials."
Bob Harvey: "Women have every reason to feel that
manufacturers or advertising agencies are contemptuous
of them. Part of the problem is that there seems to be no
understanding of women....there's an attitude of oh well
it worked before, we'll have a go at it in just the same
way."
How do advertising agencies feel about models?
Bob Harvey: " I really hate models. I don't mean I hate
them personally, but the idea of hiring a carefully
structured person, male or female to represent an ordin
ary person is silly, to me. Models are obsolete. They do
have a reputation for being manipulated, but that's
their problem. Why does anyone go into the modelling
game? It's weird. When someone tells me they're a
model, I just have to laugh."
Clyde Scott: " I think it's a case of the community sit
uation. Advertising is a communication and fo r it to be
effective you've got to talk in the terms the community
understands. And for many, many years, these are the
terms that they have understood."
Ian Barker: " I don't like them. I like fresh, ordinary
people in each commercial. Models destroy the believability of what you're saying."
Do advertising agencies think the feminist movement
w ill change advertising?
Ian Barker: " I think it is already doing so. The fact that
they are more vocal and more heard must be one reason
that the exaggerated housewife commercial is on the
way o ut."
Bob Harvey: " I think the feminist movement can have a
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good effect on advertising. It is changing already, people
are looking for other ways to advertise those household
cleaners."
Clyde Scott: "Well, it w ill certainly help, but it can't
happen overnight. But many facets of our lifestyle fight
against change. The laws,.for instance.... they assume that
when a woman gets a divorce, she..can't do anything for
herself; and in someways they're right, the woman can't
do anything fo r herself because she's never been taught
to do anything else..."
Barry Armstrong: " I think that probably why you don't
see women taking their rightful role in industry and
commerce is not because of the attitudes of employers
as much as that women still feel they have social oblig
ations and have terrible guilt feelings about them. You
can talk to girls who are in their late twenties, who are
pressured into feeling they are old, and are demanded to
answer to society for not being married. It's the women's
own peer qroup that create the problem."
NO I E: Clyde Scott is Creative Director and
Director/Shareholder at GRAY SCOTT INCH' AKLD
Barry Armstrong is Deputy Managing Director and
Director of Accounts Services for the 3 offices of
DOBBS WIGGINS McCANN ERICKSON in NZ.
Bob Harvey is part owner of MacHarmon's, an advert
ising agency that has the reputation of being a
creative 'hotshop' in Auckland.
David Fearnley is Director of the Auckland office of
Dobbs Wiggins McCann Erickson.
Ian Barker is Senior Copywriter at Charles Haines
Advertising, which has offices throughout NZ.
SANDI H ALL

Send your contributions for the Hogwash pages to Broadsheet, P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT HEAD OFFICE SOCIAL CLUB

From the Health Department’s
newsletter.

(3)
Entries are invited for the "Ms Health" competition,
which is open to all female staff, regardless of marital
status.
Entrants may be nominated by Social Clubs or
controlling officers,, or may enter individually.
The
competition will be run on standard "Beauty Contest" lines,
with entrants being judged on such qualities as personal
appearance, personality and elocution.
A prize will be
awarded to the winner,
Full details and entry forms are
attached.

Government of Hong Kong

Crown Counsel
fo r Legal Department
QUALIFICATIONS: Candidates preferably under 35
years of age. They may be male or single female.
and should have at least two years' experience
since admission as a Barrister or three years’ as a
Solicitor.
DUTIES: Conduction^ prosecutions, representing the
Crown in civil litigation, providing legal advice and
other legal services, including the drafting of legisla
tion and contracts, to the various branches of the
Hong Kong Government.
TERMS: Appointment on agreement for 2\ years in
the first instance.
Salary in scale equal to about $NZ6,800-$NZ11,000|
for a male candidate and $NZ6,600-$NZ11,000 fo ri
a female candidate. (New Zealand gross equivalent!
would be about $8,500 $ 14,000).
In fixing commencing salary, one increment granted
for each year of relevant experience in excess of
entry requirements.
Twenty-five per cent gratuity payable on successful
completion of each agreement.
Paid vacation leave, free family return paSages,
children’s education allowances, free medical attention,
subsidised hospital benefits and dental treatment,
low income tax, subsidised quarters/hotel accommo
dation provided.

dealing, if you pret'-T u . bitrier
way it means that Ms Box's
brief is to make films —- and to
make sure they pay.
She is recognised as the
w orld’s top woman film
p r o d u c e r , a n d wh a t is
remarkable is that she has
arrived at the top in a man’s
world without one male ego
being ruffled on the way.
"Lean be tough, if l have to
be,” she admits. "But I hate
arguments. And being a Libra
1 can always see both sides of
the question. I ’ve never come
across prejudice because t’rh a
woman —- but perhaps I t s
because 1 never use my femini
nity in a calculating way.
She sat by the waterside in
Kyrenia Harbour, at the openair tables of the Galleon, Lhe
hub of all the action, watching
her latest film take shape a few
feet below. There, in a white-

There’s always a first time . . .
Well you’re meeting it now, sister . . .
Could it be that you just don’t recognise it? . . .
From an interview with producer Betty Box in “Thursday” 18.7.74

I NOTE: Female candidates appointed as Crown
’ Counsel will achieve equal pay with their male
> counterparts by April 1, 1975.
For further information, applicants should write,
giving full name, age and address, with brief details
of qualifications and experience to the Hong Kong
Appointments Officer, British High Commission, P.0.
Box 1047, Wellington. The Solicitor-General of Hong
Kong will visit New Zealand in late October and will
be present at the interview of candidates.

This ad appeared in various New
Zealand newspapers.

in fact, you are so indoc^
trinated- with the idea that a
lemale film~ pro~dueer_must be
dried out and devoid of nerves
that it is refreshing to find that
she claims to be so nervous
that she taiks and talks about
anything and anyone other
than herself.
“ It's nerves,” she confessed,
sipping a glass of the local
speciality, brandy sour, as the
sails went up on the yacht and
the cameras prepared to roll
below. “ It always happens
. . . I can hear myself going on
and on and-T can’t stop!”
Tac films you would know
her for include A Tale of Two
Cities, The Thirty-Nine Steps
(the remake of the Robert
Donat classic, which starred
Kenneth Moore), The Wind
Cannot Read, No Love for
Johnnie, the ca ut i ona r y
political tale which starred

Consumed With

Anger

burp

NZPA-Reuter
Rome
A Roman baker has con
fessed to strangling his wife
because she refused to cook
him his dinner.

pAKf'riME

CLEANER

R lch

Tnond R d P rim a ry School,
X 50 p.m . to 6 p-m- Mon to
F r l Including school holidays,
‘h o u rly
ra te ,
m ale
$1.62
•female, $1.34. Please ph. Mrs
B riggs b etw een 9 a nd 3 p.m.
9A1-0A1.
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DOES

LIFE

IM IT A T E

ADVERTISING
OR DOES
ADVERTISING
IMITATE

LIFE?

Most people would regard the
world of theTV commercial
as a fantasy world, but when
the Broadsheet collective set
out to watch a week’s evening
TV advertising with an analyt
ical eye, we found many simil
arities between the situations
depicted and real life.
The most striking example is that, as in real life, most o t
the talking is done by men. Most ads are aimed at women
because most shopping is done by women, but 74% of
announcements are done by men. Women are actually
pictured on the screen slightly more often than men, but,
as in life, they are often just part of the scenery and the
voice telling us what's happening is a man's. Even where
women do most o f the talking in an ad, the final message
is sometimes given by a male voice, as if to validate or
endorse what the woman has said or to give the message
an authority that a woman could not give it. A fter all,
who likes a woman who gives orders! Women have the
main voice in only 16% o f ads. 6% have both male and
female voices and 4% have no voices at all, relying on a
w ritten message or a jingle.
The type of product makes a lot of difference to who
appears and who gets the say. For 'handyman' products
(lawnmowers, garden implements, paints etc) there was
not one female voice to be heard, so women never tell
men what to buy. For 'medical' products (cough and
cold cures, liniments, painkillers etc) 99% of the voices
were male - obviously an area where an expert is
needed, but women were pictured as often as men, either
as concerned mothers or relieved sufferers.

\
Total number of advertisements watched:
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*Ads aimed at women
*Ads aimed at men
*Ads aimed at both men and women or at
groups w ithout reference to sex such as
children or young people

51%
20%

Main voice male
Main voice female
Male and female voices equally
No Voice

74%
16%
6%
4%

29%

Main Character pictured:
Woman/women
Man/men
Both - couple/mixed group
Family
Child/children/baby**
None (cartoon, picture of product)

25%
22%
23%
5%
5%
20%

*This was a subjective estimate made by our viewers.
Where there was doubt, we classified the ad as 'both'.
Later discussion revealed a high rate of agreement between
separate viewers on this point.
* * Where a woman is pictured with a baby, we have not
included the ad in this category, but assumed the woman
to be the main character and the baby's presence to be
merely proof that she is a mother. Men, of course, were
never pictured with babies.

V____________________________________________ /

Some other findings from the TV commercial world were}
That women spend about one third of their time in
the kitchen, in the bathroom or washing clothes.

Almost a quarter of all advertisements shown were for
food, drinks or sweets and these ads certainly provided
more variety visually than any other group of products.
Men, women, couples, groups, children and families were
all represented about equally, and, in addition, many of
the ads consisted of pictures of the product or cartoons.
But before you start to get encouraged, I'm afraid I must
tell you that 80% - yes 80% - of the voices were men's
voices. So it seems that we even need men to tell us what
we like to eat.

Maoris are hardly worth mentioning. Less than
120 seconds out of almost 2 Vshours o f commercial
time viewed was devoted to them.

In commercials featuring women there is a covert sexuai
content for 24% of the viewing time. This usually takes
the form of closeups of legs, bottoms or midriffs or of
admiring men in the background. It is most obvious
in ads for jeans and pantyhose. Such content is only
present for about 8% of viewing time of commercials
featuring men. It nearly always takes the form of an
admiring female, but she is always in the foreground
Draw your own conclusions.

The other area of interest is household cleaning products.
Now everyone knows that most of the household cleaning
in New Zealand is done by women, and, visually, this is
acknowledged in the commercials. Men are pictured in
only two of these commercials - in one, some cowboys
wash a wild west barroom floor and in the other a plumber
demonstrates the efficacy of a bathroom cleanser so well
that even a finicky middle-class mother-in-law can find no
complaint. But still men's voices predominate in 40% of
these ads and they deliver the final message at the end of
almost another 20%. So scrub, wash and polish as you
w ill, mother, but don't think for a moment that you'll
ever be the expert. Perhaps the whole story is told by one
ad for a cleaning product which features a man's voice
and a pair of woman's hands - cleaning!

Although the advertising industry always emphasises
the informative aspect of advertising, in the opinion
of our viewers, only 5% of ads seen were purely
inrormative. These were mainly for concerts or
records and a few were for food. All the others, we
thought, contained implications about how people
are, or should be or will be if they use a certain
product
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Six of us were engaged in this marathon T V viewing
effort. As well as recording the more factual information
about times, characters, voices and products, we also, as
far as time allowed, recorded our subjective opinions on
the implication of the ads and the way in which men and
women were depicted. Unanimously, we were disgusted
at the way women were depicted and w ith the implicat
ions made about women in the ads. Very few ads were
acceptable to any of us, but the ones most disliked varied
quite a lot. Below is a selection of our comments on the
most disliked ads.

Food, Sweets and Drinks
-

Be a competent mother whose children adore her by
giving them Griffins Chocolate Wheatens.

-

Good mothers buy Milo and keep the whole family on
its feet.

-

Shows the mother serving her kids Honeyglow drink and
the authoritarian, doctor-image man telling her how to
do i t

H ouseh oldC leaners
-

-

Female C osme tics.

Janola Bleach - This is the only ad where a middieaged, fat woman is shown, it is demeaning to women
as it implies that cleaning toilets is all such women are
fit for.

-

Janola - it has a man's voice and a woman's hands
cleaning.

- Palmolive Detergent - / 1 talks about ageing in women
in such a way that assumes all women regard ageing
as an outright bad thing with no rewards or compen
sations such as there are for men.
-

Drive - The message seems to be that washing is fun.
When will they realise that washing is a chore?

Softly - Can using a particular product really show that
a woman loves her children?

-

WhiteM agic - 11 implies that homemaking is a science
and that a woman becomes a technological expert if
she uses it She is killing germs which she knows exist
but which she can't see. it reinforces and validates the
1homemaker' role for women.

-

Dual for Floors - The woman is shown as a home
maker engaged in the important pursuit of cleanliness
in the home. The man is acting as an advisor. The
woman is given valuable advice by male manufacturers
who are engaged in full-time research for her benefit

-

■ Reward Deodorant - Implies that confidence will be
given by the use o f the product.

L ux Detergent - Plays on a woman's anxiety about the
health o f her family - the children will get Hi from
invisibiy iurking germs i f this product is not used. 11
is threatening to women.

-

A person is shown on a motorbike with the full gear
and a crash helmet This helmet is removed and it proves
to be a woman and the camera comes in to a close-up
of her face. She is sexy and coy and breathes "Deep
down I m a softie". / found it nauseating to see a
woman behaving this way and found the statement
suggestive and impossible to relate to the product
Ponds Moisturizer). After all, all one's skin is on the
outside o f one's body - did she mean deep down under
her motor cycle helmet or what?

(a deodorant) - Product assures 'Socialprotection'.
Would that it could be got so easily! Product is implied
to be a necessity to staying feminine and attractive.
It reinforces the 'feminine role'»
Herbs of Spring Deodorant - a Woman is all these
things - beauty, grace, fragility, softness. She is quiet,
vulnerable, fresh and fragrant The product makes her
all these things. Narcissism excludes activity for the
female. God knows how the producer thinks she's going
to get sweaty drifting slowly around in a nightgown.

Male Cosmetics - After Shave and Cologne
Black Watch - This commercial actually has scenes of
people getting killed, but the hero ignores this and
claims a seductive looking woman. The implication
seems to be.that a super he-man who could stride
unmoved through a field of corpses would be the person
to use Black Watch and that he would also be a success
with a seductive woman.

Dual • Shows two women who are obsessed with floor
cleaning and discuss it and demonstrate it ad nauseum.
The one who uses the advertised product is definitely
one-up. The ad assumes this kind o f competition
he tween women.

The man who gets the beautiful women is the one who
has energy, vitality, determination and courage. He is
the real man. Use Black Watch and be like him.
Cedar Wood - A beautiful sophisticated woman descr
ibes how sexy she finds men who use Cedar Wood.
Irish Moss - It's incredible how aggression and mascul
inity is the only content of these ads - "they never
tamed an Irish Moss man", "For the man who goes his
own way." The settings change, but there is less variety
in the actual message than for any other type of
product.

In all these ads men add perfume to enhance their
virility, but women delete odour to enhance their femin
inity, the implication being that women, in their natural
state, stink.
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S h o n ^ ^ D e m e tn ^ ^ o n ^ o n n ^ ^ ^ v ie w e ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ s
particularly enraged by what she saw. Here is her
personal view of advertising.

\
She must gather the mental courage to postulate a posi
tive alternative whilst every ''in stin ct'' expresses itself
in the negative and may well scream against action at
all. To leap from non-existence to existence is an enor
mous achievement in itself. The absence of self and the
consequent necessity o f the embrace of ''things'' in which
which are contained a feminine identity is an escape
from the scream and makes women a prime target for
the manipulations of the business game agents. The en
chantment is a subtle and infinitely powerful one, requir
ing a sense of social and economic reality only gained
from education (in its widest sense) outside the home.
No wonder many women are accused of mental softness.

The rigid traditional stereotyping of people and goals by
the advertising institution is not only boring (perhaps
sometimes amusing) but perpetuates some undesirable
characteristics of our society.
It perpetuates fo r instance the business ethic (viz high
consumption rate) as a desirable code fo r all, when in
fact it is desirable fo r the sellers only. Private enterprise,
as it acts through the advertising medium, tends to sup
press initiative and original action and create a dreary,
homogeneous consumer group, all reacting predictably ^
and in conform ity. This negates our concept of the
freedom of thought and refutes our belief that we live
in a democratic, egalitarian society. The premise that a
healthy economy is measured by its standard of increase
in the production and consumption of goods can stand
reexamination if only because of the damage done by
that premise to the minds and characters of women and
to their men and children. Women, by virtue of early
social emphasis on themselves and "the virtue of passivity
v ity ", begin to live through and for the acquisition of ...-'
goods, whereas it is really healthier to live a life of physi
cal and/or intellectual action.
\

/

V
However, the weapon could be seized and wielded against
inst
Big Brother. There are millions of beautiful women
New Zealand with an incredible potential fo r revo lu tio ns
They know the meaning of the words, love and self- /
sacrifice. These are key words. Usevthese concepts in
order to build an ethic counter to the male business
ethic — the feminine culture is thus born and validated.

The intensively grown feelings of love and fem ininity
created and nurtured by the advertising medium are
just sitting there waiting to be seized and channelled
wards revolution, w ithout alienating these our sisters
in the orocess. \
I
/

/

The advertising medium is the agent of business and
serves its master's interests by creating, confirming and
satisfying our addiction to "things". Not even artistic
imagination and achievement seem to flourish in such y
a commercial atmosphere. Although the opportunity \
to create stimulating and aesthetically pleasing advert
isements exists, it is ignored in favour of tried and "tru e "
advertising cliches. Thus the morality of business and
consumerism becomes a universal morality through the
prolonged and insistent "teaching" of advertising, such
teaching being reinforced by economic reality. The ^
growth of an alternative social reality is discouraged in
the same way that a seedling in the shade of maturely /
rooted trees is restricted in advancement.

/

c m

/

/

The medium of advertising may constrain the male, but
it prim arily works through the female and is much more
harmful to her personally. It encourages in her excessive
narcissism and passivity, which qualities are d iffic u lt to
change. She often becomes permanently and fatally ad
dicted to consumerism, thus helping to spin her own
imprisoning web, in which her husband may also become
enmeshed. A woman who discovers the danger and who
determines to replace passive consumerism w ith action
and achievement (which may be defined in either s o c ia lly *^
objective or personally subjective terms) necessarily faces
the terrifying leap from negative to positive attitude.
The model of fem ininity must be carried to its logical
conclusion and the lack of true identity or self is revealed.

y
^

/
I
\
\
\
\

Flying Chauvinism
The airlines advertising campaigns have
offended many of our readers. What do they
really think of women
and of their female employees?
From time to time Broadsheet readers send us
copies of advertisements they find offensive. We
have quite a collection of these ads and it has be
come apparent that a high proportion of them
come from the same source- the airlines.
These airline ads fall into two categories: firstly
those which use sexual innuendo and phrases with
double meanings to suggest that a whole new
world of excitement and freedom awaits the travel
ler (male) in the country of his destination. A good
example is the campaign Trans Australian Airlines
has been running for at least the last eighteen
months. The original advertisements, which were
featured in such magazines as “Time”, had the
message “ Single bird, very accommodating, will go
anywhere, would like to meet business men”. One
of our readers pointed this one out to us in Febru
ary 1973 and we published her account of the
correspondence she had with the airline, following
her objection to the ad. Perhaps other women ob
jected, anyway, that particular ad didn’t appear
again, but it was followed up by one which was
only slightly less offensive, and this one is still
appearing in magazines. The text reads “ Unwind
in Australia with a fast bird” in large letters at the
top of the page, and further down in smaller letters
“for the weekend - and do it with your wife’s OK.”
This ad is reproduced elsewhere in this article. You
can read the complete text of the ad there. You
will'notice that the TAA brochure reproduced
in this ad depicts a leggy showgirl with mock-wings
made of ostrich plumes and clouds drawn in be
hind her. The “ Fast Bird”? The implication is ob
vious. Another ad in this series bears the message
“Visit Sydney and se e .........the re e f.......... the
ro c k .........*and Alice”.
The second category of sexist airline ads are
those which depict women in a demeaning wav.
The airlines depict women as the most objection
able kind of sexual stereotype. Women are present*
ed as submissive, there to serve and pamper men. A
Singapore Airlines double page ad shows eight
beautiful Asian women draped langurously over
a flight of stairs. The text reads “The new giant
with the inflight service that even surpasses SIA
. . . . . SIA 747B” and further down “Now you can
enjoy the pleasures of eighteen hostesses and stew
ards to look after you.” It wasn’t until I showed
this ad to a male friend that the full implication of
the picture and the “inflight service” dawned on
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me. “It looks like a bordello” he said - and of
course it was meant to.
Another Singapore Airlines ad features a double
page picture of a provocatively smiling Asian host
ess and the head of a male passenger. The text
reads “ Up here, it’s already the start of a new day
. . . and you’ve another 2,000 miles still to fly.
With this girl. And the longer you travel together
the warmer her smile seems to grow. The girl of
Singapore Airlines. At five miles high, caring for
you as only she knows how.” This use of the airhostesses to titilate the imagination of the passen
gers (male) is a frequently employed gimmick.
Which led us to wonder how the airlines actually
treated the hostesses on the job. Were their sexist
attitudes confined to their advertisements, or did
they carry over into real life? To find out, Broad
sheet talked to Lynette Cowley, an air hostess
with Air New Zealand, and a member of the Air
Hostesses and Stewards Union.

“You’re in a gracious, leisurely world of warm
sake, hot oshibori towels and delicious otsumami
delicacies - allservedto you with quiet, unobtrusive
efficiency by kimono-clad hostesses. Their shy
smiles of welcome, their calm courtesy and antici
pation of your wishes are all part of the heritage of
a thousand years of deference to guests.” - Japan
Airlines.

Lynette told us that basically, what the airlines
look for in a woman applying for a job as an airhostess is someone who’s good-looking but also
confident and charming. Married women are not
accepted for training and up to a year ago a woman
had to leave if she married. Now a married woman
is kept on and the situation reviewed two years
after the marriage, although of course, pregnancy
means the end of her job.
Air hostesses and stewards (the male equivalent
of the air hostess) are put through a training course
which is largely the same for both sexes except
that for men the stress is on being efficient, smart
and neat and for women on how to look glamor
ous. Make-up, hair, nails, deodorants are some of
the topics discussed and the course covers such

•1
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Unwind in
Australia
with a fast bird

for the weekend - and do it with your wife’s OK
Tell your wife you nr y>o;n# •;«»
taka off lo r a weekend. us A ushaba
w d h «» I.inf b ird fro;»'. T rans
A ustralia A irlin es Tull her ‘hr;
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details as how often one should shower and how to
cream one’s elbows. Air hostesses contract to work
10 years or until they are thirty five. The idea be
hind this being, Lynette says, that “they don’t
want women who are not young and dolly any
more.”
A close eye is kept on the hostesses to see that
they keep themselves up to the mark physically. If
they start to look plump, they are told “ You’re
getting a bit heavy” although Lynette points out
that some stewards are terribly fat. The air hostes
s’s job is to “front”, i.e. to be in the cabin as.much
as possible; the steward works in the galley ana
cooks food. Although initially, stewards and air
hostesses are paid the same, stewards get more in
crements for seniority and thus there are situations
where a woman with the same length of service as
a man will be earning $3,000 less than him. Stewaxds*can apply for ground jobs in administration; the
most a woman can aspire to is to be an instructor
in the training school or a check hostess (she travels
on flights and makes reports on the hostesses).

“Visions of Warmth and Laughter . . . . what makes
Singapore Airlines such a warm experience is our
cabin crew: serene hostesses in sarong kebayas,
caring for you as only they know how.”

morning.

“Tell your wife you’re going to take off for a week
end in Australia with a fast bird from Trans Aust
ralia Airlines. Tell her the fast birds are very oblig
ing......... Tell your wife just about anything’s pos
sible with a fast bird.”

Broadsheet has painted a not very appetising
picture of air hostessing. What then, is there about
it that makes it mostly Number One choice of fut
ure occupation for young girls? The answer in one
word is GLAMOUR. Lynette finds that most of the
hostesses are happy in their jobs and even grateful
to the company for “all the glamour”. In a society
which presents to every young girl via Tv, advertis
ements, films etc. the attainment of sex object
status as the acme of her ideals, tl\e air hostess
must in many ways seem the embodiment of that
image. Glossy, sophisticated, experienced, cool,
charming, sought-after, flying from exotic country
to exotic country - what more could a girl ask for?
What is not grasped is that (as I have discussed here)
the air hostess’s femaleness and sexuality is explo
ited by the airlines in the most blatant manner, for
profit. How much respect can an employer have
for its-employees when it uses slogans like this in
its advertising:
“I’m Julie . . . . fly me”
“Come the friendly Way” - TWA

The airlines’ advertisements then appear to pre
sent a fairly accurate picture of what the airlines ex.pect from their women employees which is, in
Lynette’s words, to “smile and be nice and glamor
Sandra Coney
ous”. Lynette points out that this is a particularly
unfair and limiting expectation when looked at
beside the sort of backgrounds that women becom * 1. The higher salary for men is achieved by the
simple technique of haying two levels of employ
ing air hostesses tend to have. Many, Lynette says,
ment for women (Junior and Senior hostess) and
were nurses or teachers before being employed by
four
for men.
the airlines and some have degrees. By contrast the
men were often previously waiters and seamen.
The airlines deliberatelv foster an easy-going,
commodating image for their female employees
and unfortunately the air-hostesses have to contend “Only American Airlines go all the way for you.”
with the end-product. Air hostesses are now a pop
ular stereotype as attractive “women of the world”
sexually experienced and, as Lynette put it, “ an
easy lay”. On board during flights they have to
contend with men who take the ads and the stereo
typed picture literally and who try to chat up or
grope at the hostesses and who can become offens
ive if rebuffed. Particularly trying are football and
other sports teams, who are invariably drunk. The
airline men are not much better. They are, Lynette
says, “always on the make”. After a few drinks in
a foreign country and secure in the knowledge that
their wives are thousands of miles away across the
ocean they ring up the hostess with propositions of
a rather predicatable nature. Lynette never goes to
bed in hotels overseas without ringing the operator
first to say she’ll take no more calls till seven in the
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Auckland snould have an interesting mayoral
election this year. At one stage there were five
candidates for the position. Now there are only
tiiree and the two main contenders are undoubtedly
tne present Mayor, Sir Dove-Myer Robinson and
Labour’s Jim Anderton. Shona Abernethy went
to see Sir Dove-Myer : Sandra Coney visited
Jim Anderton. Here are their views.

ftebiwen
Sir Dove Myer Robinson is a mixture of genuine goodwill
towards women and traditional beliefs in the ‘natural
limitations’ upon female action outside the home. He
seems aware of the problems and disadvantages faced
by women but has only an elementary grasp of the
causes of the situation. That however is a considerably
better score than most men in public office. Robinson
sees no urgency about the reform and has a limited concept
of the type of assistance needed (and in my view it is
needed whether they themselves recognise the heed for
it or not) by suburban women.
Sir Dove Myer sees women as suffering from physical and
social disadvantages. That is to say menstruation and its
biological effects (whatever they are!) and the social
organisation of child bearing. Play centres however are
the responsibility of the Government not the City Council.
This attitude seems contradictory and inconsistent with
the play centre at the Ellen Melville Memorial Hall which
is run by the Council and the recent creation of the
Community Committes which ostensibly function on a
social level.
Sir Dove Myer calls for women to surrender any legal
privileges they may have (these remain undefined) and
assume greater responsibility in order legitimately to
achieve equality and its intellectual and material rewards.
This really is a non issue. It is a counter attack used by
men whose authority and legitimacy is being questioned.
Robinson tempers this with his assertion that more women
are needed on local bodies. They must make the effort
to become involved otherwise their views will not be
incorporated in policy making. They have valuable
experience in certain areas of life which are presently
ignored. He does not understand the distance to be
covered - from negative attitudes and choices to the
enthusiastic embrace of a goal - a positive affirmation born
of a negative environment.
Sir Dove Myer says that husbands should assist their wives
in the domestic sphere. Husbands and wives should part
icipate jointly in outside interests where possible but
a husband should be ready to take over his wife’s respon
sibilities if child care makes this out of the question.
Robinson says all the right things but sees little
positive action forthcoming from the Council. The issue
must, he implies, be pursued by women.
Whether he is right or wrong he at least is sympathetic
to the idea of change and should be supported if there
are no better alternatives.
Op

The first thing that struck me about Jim Anderton was
how young he was. In Auckland one has got used to old
Mayors and I must admit the prospect of having a
36 year-old as chief city father is rather appealing. Jim
Anderton was pretty careful what he said but his attitudes
towards women were surprisingly sane. He hasn’t any
specific “ policy on women” in fact, he doesn’t believe he
should have one. “ I know my wife would be insulted to
think I had a separate policy as if women were a separate
form of life.” Doing that he believes, would only “high
light the sort of problems men and women are having
now.” I liked the inclusion of “ men” in that statement.
Jim Anderton doesn’t believe women should be just put
in the Welfare Committees as has tended to happen in
local councils in the past. He’d like to see them on the
Works Committee and all other committees.
Jim feels that women have special difficulties in getting
elected. People tend to vote for known names and there
aren’t many women around with prominent names. Cherry
Raymond (standing for the Hospital Board) should be
O.K. he feels, as she is so well known. But getting that
sort of public image for most women is pretty difficult.
Having enough time to devote to Council matters is also
a problem for women. Many committee meetings take
place in the day time and are of unpredictable length,
thus creating difficulties for the woman with children at
school or kindergarten. Jim would like to see councillors
paid for their time spent on the job: this wouldhelp
women and working class men too, to stand for office. As
it is at present most councillors are retired businessmen who
have the time and financial backing to take on these jobs,
thus resulting in an imbalanced council.
He’s still a bit old-fashioned in his ideas about women’s
roles believing that as women bear the children they are
committed to a physical role of child-care taken in the
child’s early years. But he would like to see fathers become
“ more caring parents” . He feels our present roles place
too much responsibility on the mother and would like to
see more job and role sharing.
Jim Anderton would like to see more childcare facilities
but says it’s up to the local community to advise the
councils of its needs. The council could help with land and
administrative services. Family Planning clinics he feels
are more the responsibility of the relevant government
agencies although once again he feels there would be more
help forthcoming if the community says it wants them.
He would like to see council decentralised, with ward
offices and a more active role for the existing community
committees.
Finally, we discussed “ the Mayoress”. Jim feels the
community expects a Mayoress but says his wife has some
reservations. She “ wants to lead her own life” and although
she is willing to do what she can “ does not want to subjigate herself to the mayoralty.” I would like to have met
her.
Shona suggested that Sir Dove-Myer Robinson should be
supported if there are no better alternatives.
I think Jim Anderton is a better alternative. The whole
Labour Party ticket is a good one being more concerned
with people and the environment than motorways, and car
parks etc. Of course, Jim Anderton has the advantage over
Sir Dove Myer in that we know what our present Mayor
has and hasn’t done while Jim is standing on promises. I
personally feel it would be a good idea to give him a chance
to see if he can live up to these promises.

In the first part of this article I have
concentrated on the issue of the ward
system and the third aspect of the
present Local Government Bill, name
ly the creation o f comm unity coun
cils, which have been functioning in
the Auckland area over the past year
in the form of comm unity committees
established by the Auckland City
Council. For women who are interes
ted in local pplitics, these community
committees are potentially useful in
that they are an institutionalized
means for discussing issues of local
concern. For women who, while in
terested in local affairs, yet do not
wish to join such committees, other
alternatives exist. In the second part
of this article I have outlined one such
alternative.
The evening I attended a meeting of a
comm unity committee in one of the
Auckland City suburbs the discussion
reflected many of the concerns that
are on the minds of residents through
out the Auckland metropolitan area.
Problems w ith the local sewerage sys
tem, the pollution of local creeks and
bays, the unsightly spectacle and inev
itable odours of the local tip, harbour
pollution control, zoning and urban
renewal, maintenance of roads and
footpaths, the desirability o f a recyc
ling plant, alternative methods of rub
bish disposal, quality pensioner hous
ing, renovation of dilapidated rental
housing and the establishment of re
creational areas, comm unity centres
and remand centres were amongst the
list of items considered important and
in need of urgent attention. Fifteen
of the committee's seventeen members
were present that evening and this in
cluded four of the five women mem
bers. Articulate and well-informed,
most members had a thorough know
ledge of their area's local problems
and were able to give well-reasoned
suggestions as to how the area's prob
lems might be solved.
But, inevitably, new urban schemes
and progressive social services require
considerable financial commitments,
in this case on the part of the Auck
land City Council which initiated the
community committee idea in Auck
land in the first place. And, as long as
the comm unity committees have no
control over the allocation of funds,
they w ill remain advisory bodies and
succeed only insofar as committee
members can persuade their city coun
cils, by means of resolutions passed
at committee meetings and direct de
putations to city council, to imple
ment their ideas. Yet the community
committees, in theory anywav. have
the capability to create a formal situa
tion for public discussion of problems

A T THE LOCAL LEVEL: THE
WARD SYSTEM, COMMUNITY
COMMITTEES AND ''DO-ITYOURSELF'' COMMITTEES

by Wyn Hoadley
directly relevant to local inhabitants
and in this context many of the Auck
land community committees are fos
tering grassroots participation by resi
dents who previously had no formal
contact with city hall. This, of course,
was the rationale behind the creation
of such committees when they were
established late last year.
The future of Auckland's community
committees is assured because the pre
sent Local Government Bill w ill give
them statutory recognition as commu
nity councils as the third part of the
Government's local body reorganiza
tion scheme. The scheme w ill create,
firstly, regional or united councils,
similar in many respects to the Auck
land Regional A uthority, amalgama
ting, where appropriate, many single
purpose ad hoc bodies into a single
multi-purpose council responsible for
areawide functions such as drainage,
sewerage, passenger transport, parks,
reserves, fire control, bridges and gen
eral planning. Secondly, while encou
raging the amalgamation of territorial
local bodies where there is local inte
rest in doing so, the scheme will con
tinue to uphold the integrity of pre
sent territorial municipalities, thereby
making obsolete the elaborate amalga
mation proposals of the Local Govern
ment Commission under the previous
government. And, thirdly, community
councils will be established in the ur
ban communities.
In no way, however, must the commu
nity councils be considered as an alter
native to the creation of a ward sys
tem. The ward system of local body
representation is one of three methods
whereby local body representatives
are elected to office. A ward system
divides an urban area into a number of
components, with roughly similar pop
ulation numbers, and each"component
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or ward elects its own representatives
to the city council. This system has
the advantage of guaranteeing that
most areas w ithin the city have a
voice in contributing to policy-making
and ensuring that local interests are
represented at the city council level.
This is particularly important in cities
characterised by large geographically
concentrated ethnic minorities and
cities whose individual suburbs tend
to reflect territorially-based differences
in socio-economic status.
The at-large system requires voters to
choose amongst candidates who may
come from anywhere w ithin the city
boundaries. Proponents of the atlarge system consider that councillors
should be chosen for their policies con
cerning the city as a whole, that the
ward system acts as an impediment to
unified planning of city development
and that the factionalism and parochi
alism that result from the ward system
inevitably inhibit cooperation between
councillors.
A third alternative is the part ward,
part at-large system which contains
elements of both systems o f represen
tation. In a city such as Auckland
City, for example, ten of the twentyone councillors would be chosen fron.
five wards with two councillors to
each ward, and the other eleven, in
cluding the mayor, would be chosen
at-large.
The convenience of forwarding a wellchosen group of candidates who em
pathize with a particular set o f general
policies for a local body area has been
recognized throughout New Zealand
as being a successful means of ensuring
the homogeneity of collective action
needed to implement these policies.
The presence of political party and
citizens' organization affiliation,
whether this occurs under the straight
forward name o f a Labour Party tic k 
et, under the guise of a citizens'and
ratepayers' label, or by means of a
progressive citizens' action platform,
will continue to dominate local body
elections regardless of the type of sys
tem used.
In the Auckland City area the debate
over representation has become a con
troversial one, particularly during the
past year, when advocates of the ward
system have become increasingly vocal,
so much so that a referendum on the
issue will be held in connection with
the October local body elections. The
more vocal proponents of the ward
system regard the establishment of
community committees as a sop, inten
ded to pacify those who wish to
change the distribution of power in
the city and the way the city is gov-

erned.
During the October elections, there
fore, the Auckland City resident and
ratepayer will have to make a choice
amongst the three options. The refer
endum, however, will by no means
bind the newly elected councillors to
the referendum outcome, primarily
because this referendum has no legal
sanction. At best, the referendum
will be a true reflection of public opin
ion on this question. At worst, the
referendum will give no clear indicat
ion of public opinion and this is likely
to happen because of the introduction
of the third option, the part ward,
part at-large system or mixed system,
which will complicate the issue to such
an extent that the probable outcome
will be indecisive.
A more reliable method of ensuring
the establishment of a ward system or
the retention of the present at-large
system would be to elect a council of
which the majority favours the type
of representation the voter desires and
potential voters would do well to ques
tion candidates on their preference
regarding this issue before entering
the ballot box. Whatever the outcome
of the referendum, however, and re
gardless of the political and social
orientation of the councillors chosen
next month, the community commit
tees will continue to function and
their success will depend primarily
on their members' ability to persuade
and advise.
As a forum for discussion of problems
that concern women as parents, wo
men as workers and women who have
retired from paid work, the commu
nity committees offer a valuable
means for gaining confidence in speak
ing publicly on matters of local con
cern. They offer an'avenue for greater
involvement in community affairs and
give the informal training that many
women lack to act as chairpersons,
compile minutes, make deputations
and speak with local bureaucrats. The
woman who is interested in ensuring
that a playcentre facility is built in to
a proposed community centre, the
mother who hopes that her teenagers
will have a youth centre in her commu
nity, the woman who wishes to use
the local school for after-school activ
ities, such as adult education, recrea
tion and child-oriented hobbies, and
the retired woman who desires quality
pensioner housing, can often find a
sympathetic audience amongst commu
nity committee members.
However, membership numbers are
limited on community committees and
not all who might want to can serve
on them at the same time. Besides,

community committees are just one
of the many ways in which women
can receive a training for public life
and achieve social change within the
confines of their various roles as
spouse, parent, ratepayer, worker and
citizen. Political party ticket plat
forms and citizens' and ratepayers'
policy platforms on social change may
vary ideologically, strategically and
tactically, but invariably they agree on
one point, that is the need to organize
and empathize. If the various kinds
of inequality in New Zealand are to be
overcome, if pollution is to be avoided
and social services are to be improved,
New Zealanders will have to do some
organizing and fact-finding... and this
can be done on one's own initiative by
starting a neighbourhood political con
sciousness-raising group. For women
who feel comfortable working in the
formal framework of local government
the options are many, but many feel
constrained by the bureaucratic pres
sures that such a framework imposes
upon them. And for such people the
individual approach to community in
volvement may be less inhibiting.
You don't have to be well-informed
politically and socially to start your
own neighbourhood political (or
social) consciousness-raising group,
but if you're not very confident don't
try it on your own initially. Ask a
neighbour or a friend in your street
over for coffee during the day or eve
ning and suggest you start it together
at your house or hers. Think of some
one you know who has access to sten
cilling facilities and ask her tp make
copies of the following notice for
you:

L et's find out about our city, our
country and the world we live in.
Let's start a political and social con
sciousness-raising group right here in
our own neighbourhood. L et's meet
every week or two at my place, talk
about living in the 1970s, collect some
facts and follow up our interests...
and so on.
Don't make it sound too academic.
Emphasize the informal aspect of it.
Stress the point that everyone will be
welcome to participate. Put your
name, address and phone number on
the notice and put one in every letter
box in your street and adjacent streets
until you've distributed about fifty
notices. Record all names and phone
numbers of those who respond and
try to get an indication as to their in
terests and reasons for wanting to join
the group, so that you can bring these
up at future meetings if silences per
sist. When you have a dozen to fifteen
names of interested people, decide on
a suitable evening and call each person
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yourself. During subsequent meetings
you can delegate responsibilities but
not during this initial stage. If you
don't get enough people interested,
distribute more notices until you do.
The group should have between twelve
and twenty-five members.
At the start of the first meeting, let
each person introduce herself. Ex
plain your reasons for taking the ini
tiative in forming the group. Suggest
things the nrnuD might do, such as:
a. Fact-finding: each member keeps a
scrapbook of news clippings and infor
mation relevant to a specific topic,
such as rapid transit, conservation,
policy-making at the local government
level, New Zealand's foreign aid, what
happens to our CORSO contributions,
educational issues, childcare, the de
pendency allowance, trade unions and
so on.
b. Encourage each person in the group
to become an expert on a particular
topic, with the intention of talking to
the group about it.
c. Decide to attend public meetings as
a group or as individuals as part of the
fact-finding exercise.
d. Become involved in community
affairs.
e. Invite local body representatives
and resource people (from the univer
sity, trade unions, schools) to meet
with the group to discuss a particular
topic.
f. Borrow a projector and show films
that are relevant to the concerns of
the group
g. Provide a fortnightly "what's on"
sheet, thereby acting as a forum for
exchange of information concerning
forthcoming events of interest to the
group, such as seminars, WEA courses,
meetings, training courses, grants and
financial assistance for the retraining
of women.
Make the existence of the group finite.
Decide early on as to the number of
times the group will meet, whether
once a week for twelve weeks or once
a fortnight for six months. An ulti
mate aim of the members of the group
might be to split up after a period of
time and begin their own groups With
others in the neighbourhood or else
where. The immediate aim, however,
should be to get the group assembled
and some ideas flowing. Once this
occurs, the group itself will create the
energy needed to keep going and your
role as organizer and convener will
become less vital.
Wyn is standing for the Takapuna/Glenfield/
Albany ward of the A.R.A. and the Hospital
Board for all North Shore. She tutors at the
Engineering School and lectures at the Centre
for Continuing Education, Auckland
University.

In her political life,
Jean Sampson
seems to be able
to combine idealism
and determination
with tolerance in
a way that is tru ly
enviable to
hotheads like me.’
Robin Mack
interviews Jean Sampson
It was a mistake to try to interview Jean Sampson w ith 
out a tape recorder. When asked her opinions, ideas
just tumble out of her and these ideas remind her of
other ideas and so on.... an interviewer's delight if she
is not trying to w rite it all down. The ideas themselves
are strong, practical, well-thought-out and readily back
ed up by her experience. But how is it possible for an
interviewer with strong persuasions of her own to main
tain an objective detached manner in this situation? I
couldn't. I hadn't been there five minutes before I
leapt into the fray, leading questions, my own opinions,
challenges, anecdotes.... the lot. Carl Rogers would
have shuddered to see it.
What follows is a paler version of some of the major
points of our discussion — I w ill stop calling it an inter
view. I w ill not begin at the beginning or my readers
w ill become as confused as I did as we glided, jumped
and dived from topic to topic and back again and I •
scribbled frantically, occasionally pleading for a repeti
tion of some point I had missed, but soon realising that
this could never be given exactly as Jean is incapable of
repeating herself.
Jean has been o r Northcote Borough Council since
March 1974. A position in council became vacant at that
time and although the council was intending to function
with one member short until the October 12 elections,
Jean 'forced' a by-election and was duly elected. To do
this it was necessary tocanvassand get up a petition
signed oy 5% of the electorate - a staggering task, but
she told me of it quite calmly — an early sign of her de
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termination and pragmatism.
Jean interprets the role of local councils more broadly
than most people. She says:
"Councils are not then-.- only for sewage, drainage and roads.
An active council should deal with social problems in their area
- social projects for children, the placing of social workers in
state housing areas, food co-operatives, clothing exchanges
(this latter more to develop a sense of community and social
interplay especially for people with problems, rather than for its
obvious physical benefits)."

i

She is on several committees on the cou ncil, but her
strongest interest there is the Town Planning Committee.
To her town planning is the key issue in community
welfare. She says that many men in council are experts
on such matters as drainage, plumbing and the dimensions
of walls and buildings. But these things don't interest
her. There are engineers and other staff employed by the
council to deal with these things. What she wants is a
stablecommunity and a safe, attractive place to live and
bring up children.
Proper planning can prevent many social problems from
arising. For example, state housing areas tend to contain
similar sorts of people - young families or solo mothers and these people, because their activities and problems
are similar, are isolated from each other and unable to
help each other. Other areas have a heavy concentration
of old people and very often these people have little to
|
do and are lonely for the company of younger people
and children. Were these two groups of people mixed

within one area, the problems of both could be alleviated.
The old people could be invaluable to the young mothers
as a source of childminding and other help (to many
isolated young mothers even just the presence of people
not involved in child raising would be helpful) and the
old people, in turn, would become more active and less
lonely.
Another problem which Jean sees as a direct result of
poor planning is the violence associated with what she
calls the 'beer barns' - pubs, often centrally located, with
large drinking areas which often feature entertainment,
particularly loud pop music. Thus young people who
go to these places are unknown to one another, away
from their own communities and communication is
impossible anyway because of the high noise level.
The isolation and frustration of this experience would
not occur if young people drank in local pubs where
they were known and within walking distance of their
homes.

involved in raising children. It's really d iffic u lt work. There's
a lot to it. It takes a lot of cunning and w it which most women
have. Most men just couldn't cope. They'd last a month and
they'd be back in the office."
" I have never thought that I wasn't equal to men, it never
occurred to me and most younger women feel the same way.
But there are still a lot of women who think they are inferior to
men and can't express a view except on how to make a pavlova
etc. What they're thinking is probably more interesting than
what the man is thinking, but they're not going to say it."
Women can do anything, but they hold back or are held bake back
by child rearing. There's no actual impediment to women's
-success, only their own attitudes in not attempting things."
things."
"A n older woman councillor said to me one day 'You're doing
well, dear, but you can only have one woman on each council.

Any more w ill rock the boat a bit. If you behave yourself, you'll
get your way sometimes.' Tokenism is alive and well in New
Zealand!"

Many problems of children and young people could also
be prevented by activities programmes initiated from
the councils and by using the facilities of schools in
after-school and holiday periods. A t the moment these
facilities are wasted a lot of the time.
These types of problem have not yet been attacked with
sufficient vigour. Most social problems can be dealt with
before breakdown occurs. It's too late when the kids
are being booked at the police station or mum is admitted
to Oakley.
Jean believes that women will be the people to solve
these problems and to get town planning onto a saner
basis. She says:

But, by and large, Jean says that women in the Local
Body Politic know what they are doing. They can cover
all the things men can cover plus they give priority
to the important things like health and welfare that men
are rarely aware of. Also, they have to be better then a
man to get where they are. This is also true in business.
Jean was in the insurance business for over ten years
before the arrival of her children. She competed suc
cessfully with men in examination and promotion.
Often when she made good decisions men would say to
her 'You have a mind like a man' and she would always
reply 'Mind has no gender'.
In her political life, Jean Sampson seems to be able to
combine idealism and determination with tolerance in
a way that is truly enviable to hotheads like me.
She says:

"Women are very logical and there are certain problems which
will remain unsolved until women get more say in local govern
ment. I can say from personal observation that men are not
interested in certain fields and one of them is children. I was
aware of this before but it has been reinforced since I have
been on council. The Deputy Mayor said to me one day 'Have
we any social problems in Northcote?'. For once, I was
speechless. A lot of the men (in local government) are too old.
They hark back to the days when they were young - the Tom
Sawyer bit. They live in the past and can't see the social
problems of kids today, can't see the isolation and difficulties
that many of them have. They just think differently to women.
I don't think these things occur to them unless they are
professionally involved as ministers of religion or social workers."

“ A good politician is a good listener, has a small mouth and
big ears. If there is a vote you should stick to your principles,
but I never pass judgement on people and I never bother
arguing with people who hold views I'm opposed to when I
know they can't be changed."

On the Town Planning Committee, her strongest interest
and therefore the one about which she could be expec
ted to be most emotional, she sits with three men and
agreement between her and the men on any major issue
is rare. But she is patient. However strongly she feels,
she just puts forward her case and accepts being out
voted without rancour. But she insists that her dis
agreement be recorded. This means that her dissent must
be brought up in the main council meeting which is open
to the public and the press. This publicises the reasons
for planning decision and a committee which must
justify its actions every time is going to become more
informed and thoughtful as time goes on.

"Women are grossly underrepresented in most spheres and local
government is a golden opportunity for them to participate.
They have more time for it. There are thousands of intelligent
women at home whose talents are being wasted. They are young
vital people and the councils are dominated by retired men who
are too old or can't give the time. Society has changed and the
people in power just don't recognise this. You are not going to
get social change until you get women involved in decision
making, particularly younger women."
"Women are much more sensitive in human-relationships and
that's an attribute they should utilise. If it's present in a man
it's a darn good thing, but most men wouldn't see this. They
think women are emotional and illogical and this is crazy because
they turn over the rearing of children to them and let them raise
the next generation, male and female. If women were all that
bad, shouldn't men stay at home and do the serious job and let
the women go to work. I think the most important job in
the community is raising children and thank God it is in
women's hands!"

Finally, a statement from Jean Sampson which knocks
many myths and, I am sure, will delight other femin
ists as much as it did me:
"A nother myth is that women envy women who achieve.
There's nothing I'd rather do than talk to a woman who is
making it on her own and many women have come up to
me and said 'I'm glad you're on the council!' It's a myth
that women are bitchy. Who could be bitchier than men they are at each others throats all the time in the business
world. Women do get on together and they like to see
other women achieve things."

"I think men would be enriched by taking over looking after
children even for a short time. They don't really realise what's
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LOttt BOW SUCIiOHSU

«uLLiHciron
Between elections the people of Wellington have shown
little interest in their local Council and Boards. Few
could name more than one councillor or any particular
issue which they felt relevant to the coming local body
election campaign. In this Wellington is no different
from the rest of New Zealand.

orted publicity it is difficult to distinguish between the
three groups.
At present Wellington has a Labour Mayor - Sir Francis
Kitts - who in his eighteeen years of office has managed
to make the mayoralty an irrelevancy. And it has a Council
composed of Eight Citizens, seven Labour and one indepent (from the rural Ward of Makara). An examination of
the present Council's activities should reveal the basic
areas of division at least between the Citizens and Labour.
But with the possible exception of the selection of Comm
ittee chairpersons at the beginning of their term of office,
there have been no divisions along party lines.

This year there are some signs which suggest that public
interest and involvement in local body affairs may be
increasing after a long period of apathy.
Local bodies throughout New Zealand have traditionally
been the preserve of middle-aged and elderly businessmen
and professionals - the only people who could afford the
time and money to participate in unpaid public office.
In Wellington two previously unrepresented groups have
emerged demanding the right to a say in the develop
ment of their city.

When divisions did occur they crossed Party lines and in
a very general sense old/conservativeyoung/liberal align
ments may be discerned. Overall there seemed to be a
complacent consensus which is not surprising since the
Citizens and the Labour groups as currently represented
on Council are mostly male, middle-class, middle-aged,
professionals, academics and businessmen.

Only two political groups are offering the election full
tickets for the Wellington City Council. On the Citizens
and Labour tickets women and the young are represented
in substantial numbers for the first time. This is
particularly true of the Labour ticket. Out of seventeen
candidates ten are under forty, seven of these are under
thirty-five, and six of the ticket are women.

But this does not mean that Wellington is a city without
problems. This Council has seen the public transport
and housing situations become critical; its urban renewal
policies have been successfully challenged by local residents
and it appears to have lost its battle with commercial
interests and the Government to preserve part of down
town Wellington from obliteration by high rise offices.

The Citizens have four women on their ticket and eight
candidates are under forty. One of the four Values Party
candidates is a woman.

It must be said of the Council that it has tried to face
these problems, to find solutions where possible, to try
alternatives when the bureaucrats plans are unacceptable
to the people. It has for example a policy of expanding
rental housing under its control. And when opposed by
local residents as in the Aro Street area, it has reviewed
its plans for wholesale demolition of existing houses to
make way for renewal schemes.

The selection of the women represents more than tokenism
although discriminatory attitudes are still widespread.
'After the selection of six women, the Labour leader Keith
Spry commented that he felt that was enough and that
any more might be damaging to Labour's chances of
success!
Despite Keith Spry it would be possible to have a majority
of women on the Wellington City Council for this year.

However Wellingtonians remained uninformed of their
Council's activities and therefore cannot participate knowledgably because the two local dailies, which must be the
worst in the country, fail to give informed coverage of
Council meetings, nor do they examine local issues, let
alone investigate particular problems.

Unlike many women involved in politics at national level,
a number of the women candidates willingly identify
themselves as feminists. Amongst them all there seems
to be a high level of awareness about women's issues and
a willingness to identify themselves with the special
interests and needs of women in the city. Most of them
can envisage some circumstances in which they would
vote together on an issue regardless of Party affiliations.
The Labour candidates have all signed a pledge which
includes the promise " that, if elected I will vote on all
questions in accord with the decisions of a majority of
members of a duly constituted meeting of Labour represent
atives of such body."
The areas in which there is some agreement amongst the
women candidates include the need for child care facilit
ies, better playgrounds and equal employment opport
unities for Council employees.
There is of course no guarantee mai any of the women
will accord priority to these areas and in other matters
they will almost certainly be guided by their election
policies. A t first glance it would seem a simple matter to
assess the policies of the Citizens Association, the Labour
Party and the Values Party, and to make a choice. Values
is putting up four candidates and endorsing others) Bu+
despite careful perusal of the policy statements and ass

It does seem that until recently the Council served mainly
to administer the services provided by the City Corpor
ation. But in the last few years the two major groups have
begun to understand that the Council must actively direct
Wellington's develipment. It has tw o basic areas of
responsibility - to create vibrant inner-city areas designed
for people not cars; and to encourage self-sufficient,
satisfying community life in the suburbs, particularly the
outer ones where access to the city centre is not easy.
The Citizens, Labour and Values have recognised these
aims, or so it would appear from statements by their
candidates. Only the Labour Party has put out a really
comprehensive policy statement, which is the work of the
new younger members of the ticket rather than the
present Councillors.
On the present evidence available a combination of
Citizens, Labour and Values women, plus remaining can
didates selected from Values and the younger Labour
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people, would be most liklely to produce a Council con
cerned with the people of Wellington rather than the bus
iness interests. Toronto has shown that such an orientat
ion can be effective.
I believe that women have become increasingly involved
at the local level in Wellington because they realise the
futility of promoting radical change through National
politics. This realisation has coincided with the growing
conviction of many reformers and radicals that only change
initiated at the community level is meaningful and lasting.
I believe that women working through our many local
institutions are one of the greatest forces for change in
New Zealand today.
This article has concentrated on the Wellington Council,
but of equal importance to women is the outcome of the
Hospital Board elections. Wellington must have the worst
public hospital in New Zealand and its problems are innum
erable. Above all it is too big and as a result it is totally
depersonalised.

stinking sperm
ran down my legs
mingling with gutter sewage
and pavement spittle
as the animal man
limped off into his inflamed infested world
i picked
my torn and battered
vagina
up from the red earth
and took it to the localgestapo
who tortured
and interrogated it
then threw it into the courts
where
it lay on display
for animal men to starejeer
and spit venomous taunts at
- Shouldn't have taken your vagina
into the streets that night - Leave your vagina behind next time my vagina
was discharged from
the animal men's bench
charged first
with inciting penises
and causing erection
- sentenced to lifetime
servitude to seedysperm
and penispersecution.

It is also dominated by such conservative attitudes that
it is almost impossible to get an abortion or to be
sterilised in Wellington. Such attitudes can be easily rever
sed by a progressive Board and although the Labour Party
ticket has no specific policy on abortion and sterilisation
it is for decentralising medical services and providing comm
unity health centres. Individual candidates are known to
favour the setting
up of an abortion clinic along the lines of the Auckland
Medical Aid Centre. These include the spokesperson for
the Labour Hospital Board Candidates, Dr John Robinson
Two of the women, Margaret Bonner and Margaret Hunter,
hold very conservative views and a Values candidate
would be preferable. The Citizens already dominate the
Board and they must be blamed at least in part for the
Hospital's dismal record over the last few years.
The women candidates are:
C ITIZE N S
Elisabeth Joyce Campbell - Sitting Councillor
Audrey McIntyre, 31, ex-teacher now in real estate
Irvine Anne Yardley, 33, T.V. critic
Rosemary Young, 24, real estate agent.
LABOUR
Mollie Bleakley 44, teacher and journalist
Pat Brockie, 32, Businesswoman
Nicky Hill, 32, Public servant
Barbara Holt, 37, Trade Union official
Sue Piper, 23, Computer Programmer
Angela Sears, 36, Polytech Lecturer.

Miranda.

V ALU ES
Annabelle McLaren
Rosslyn Noonan

Liz Glasgow is standing for City Council on the Values
Party ticket. She is a B.A. in anthropology and a trained
secondary school teacher. She has worked a s a journalist
for the past year and in this time became interested in
local body government.
She says that she is depressed by the fact that most of
our city is run by middle aged businessmen with a lack
of variety in views and background and that she is
appalled by the lack of women on local bodies.
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The Fem inist Eye
TE LE VIS IO N
There were two films almost exclus
ively about women on television this
month and they couldn't be more diff
erent.
T h e P u m p k in E a te r, based on Penelope
Mortimer's novel looks very closely at
the lige of a woman with a complusion
to have children who winds up having
an abortion then getting sterilised.

shows a
classic stereotype of how women
should be - beautiful and (preferably)
dumb, and how they are - beautiful,
dumb and man and money-grabbing.
Except of course two of the three golddiggers marry poor guys for love but
just so it can be a happy ending the
other one marries a millionaire by mis
take.

H o w to M a r r y A M i ll i o n a i r e

Of course it's not meant to be a real
istic film but a comedy dealing amus
ingly with people who are not people
but characters or rather caricatures of
femininity. Even if you remembered
not to take it seriously you couldn't
help noticing all the taken-for-granted
stereotyping and clearly labelled fe
male traits. It was all wiles, scheming
vanity and dizziness.
is a fine film based
on a fine book. It won't make you
laugh though, not once. It won't even
bring a sentimental tear to the eye. The
scenes with kids are like scenes with
kids in real life - overwhelmingly noisy.
The woman is a very real woman with
real hang-ups. Not a terribly sympa
thetic character, not a straightforward
one. She's intelligent, emotional and
.most of the time unhappy. In fact
she's only really happy right at the
beginning of the film when she's surr
ounded by her children. She retreats
into pregnancy when she's scared and
overwhelmed.
T h e P u m p k in E a t e r

The abortion and sterilization have a
traumatic effect but she announces
that she feels free at last. The real
trauma comes when she discovers that
her husband's "bird" is having his
baby.

I wondered, frankly, about her psycho
logical response to the abortion, given
her background. Her reaction to the
news about the other impending birth
was entirely understandable.
Apart
from that one niggle, however, it was a
fine film, without cliches, about a wo
man and the kind of problems she
faces because she is a woman.
Re the ads, again: Why is it mainly
women who are assumed to have bad
breath and worries about personal fre
shness?
Actually there are now one or two ads
appearing for uni-sex de-smellifiers,
like "Us". Maybe we should all buy it
and write to the company congratulat
ing them on their non-sexist approach.
Be nice to write letting them know it's
been noted. It all helps.
Joanne Edwards

BOOK REVIEWS
Equinox
Eva Figes
Pan paperback, $1.20
From the forcefully written, well doc
umented and humorous "Patriarchal
Attitudes" I turned to another book
by Eva Figes, this one a novel. Here
her style changes, becoming dreamy,
elongated, wispy, though always well
controlled and not so slow that the
reader loses interest. The book's cen
tral figure is a woman who has no
identity apart from her husband; her
husband is trying to force her to be
come a person in her own right, to
see that she has killed much of his
love for her by her leechlike affection.
The slow rebirth of the woman, grow
ing in painful inches inside her mind,
is woven with the slow death of her
marriage. The characters in the book
are finely drawn and Ms Figes also
demonstrates that she has a con
vincing talent for describing mood
and season.

The Lathe of Heaven
Ursula K. LeGuin
Panther paperback, $1.20
Science fiction is rapidly gaining a
niche in the realm of serious fiction
and writers like Ursula K. LeGuin
are responsible for that.
Hugo and
Nebula Award winner for her novel
"The Left Hand of Darkness" (which
took place on a planet called Winter,
whose inhabitants were ambisexual,
male one season, female one season
and neutral the rest of the time) Ms
LeGuin has once again presented a
thoughtful, provoking and gripping
story set in the future.
Her hero,
a very nondescript citizen, realises
that his dreams change reality: dream
ing that he is cramped by the billions
of people about him and how mar
vellous it would be to have vast,
open spaces about, he awakes to find
that history has changed, there never
was an overpopulation problem and
he has plenty of room to breathe.
The troubles begin when he is forced
to go to a psychiatrist for
drug
over-dosing and the psychiatrist cat
ches on...
Ms LeGuin is a beautiful writer —
and not afraid to use fuck in its ap
propriate context.
Sandi

Hall

Juliet Mitchell
Psychoanalysis and Feminism
Allen Lane $8.80
Psychoanalysis and feminism examines
the concepts of repression and the
Oedipus and castration complexes in
the works of Freud, in contrast to cur
rent theory and practice. These conc
epts are shown as a description of the
psychological development of a wom
an in a self-perpetuating patriarchy,
an explanation of the persistence of
the masculine and feminine behaviou
patterns in a society in which the bio
logical demands of reproduction neec
no longer control women's lives.
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Freud proposes that the woman never
fully resolves the Oedipus complex
that results from sexual desire for the
parent of the opposite sex because the
love of the father is socially acceptable
in the guise of future love for a father
figure husband.
The idea of penis
envy in the woman who chooses any
other compensation than a baby rev
eals Freud as saying that the patriar
chy has no place for the woman as an
adult.
In criticising the radical feminist anal
yses of the social forces acting on the
child Mitchell accepts the assumption
that the contents of the unconscious
mind arise solely from sexual repress
ions. At the same time she outlines
Freud's recognition of power relation
ships between the father and son, and
his idea that hate arises even earlier
than love from the general frustration
of all impulses. Why accept that a
girl's resentment of her mother is
based on the lack of a penis when it
may well arise long before the Oedipal
stage from the lack of encouragement
of exploration and achievement and
be reinforced in the growing girl by
the constant reminder in her mother
of her own powerless future.

examines the double standard of men
tal health by which a "healthy female"
lacks the characteristics common to 5^
"nealthy adult" and a "healthy male"
Madness is diagnosed both in those
who reject the feminine stereotype to
become aggressive and angry, and in
those who live out the indecision, anx
iety and depression expected of a
woman beyond the point where they
can cope to satisfaction of their hus
bands and families.
Many of the
women that she interviewed were sub
jected to brutality that included rou
tine shock treatment before any att
empt at assessment, as well as degrad
ation and domestic slave labour, and
yet accept their treatment because
they were "sick". To get out of hos
pital a woman must walk the tight
rope of behaving in an acceptably sub
missive manner without becoming
hopelessly convinced of her own mad
ness and so beinq trapped in a career
as psychiatric patient.

The author uses interviews with wom
en who have been in therapy and psy
chiatric hospitals to vividly reveal the
patient-therapist relationship as an
other facet of the emotional incest
with the father figure that our society
expects
of woman. A particular study
The dismissal of Shulamith Firestone's
is made of third world women, lesidea of the Oedipus complex as due to
bians, women who have become fem
the guilt of the son abandoning his
mother as he moves into the powerful . inists and women who have had sexual
relationships with their therapists.
male world with "No wonder the kid
The contempt in which women are
has a complex" would have been a res
held bythose who try to "help" them
ponse familiar to Freud when he adv
constantly recurs, while accommodat
anced his ow n radical ideas.
ion within a family or heterosexual rel
This can be an infuriating book for its
ationship is held to be a cure, no mat
acceptance of patriarchal ideas, but I
ter how unsatisfactory that relation
believe that to be its intention. It pro
ship might be.
vides many more questions than ans
wers, and is a challenge thrown down
Mythological parallels are used to exa
to the feminist movement to use
mine the position of women in the cul
Freud to establish our own theories of
ture and the disappearance of the
the development of the unconscious
strong female archetypes. Women are
mind. The value of the book lies in
shown to be deprived of mothering,
the dissection of the works of Freud,
both in the lack of a strong female
Wilhelm Reich and R. D. Laing to
inheritance, and in the lack of nurturshow Freud as fundamentally more
ance of the daughter as she is trained
radical in many respects than those
to be feminine in order that she might
who followed, and in a constructive
survive in the "male world".
criticism of the failure of feminist wri
The thorough articulation of the values
ters to distinguish between Freud the
and
prejudices behind psychiatric prac
observer, Freud the man and current
tice could provide a valuable extension
Freudian practice which has taken a
of consciousness for women driven to
description of existing circumstances
doubt their own sanity by the weight
to be a delineation of what is normal
of expert opinion. This is a disturbing
and desirable.
book in which statistical analysis, pers
onal experience, psycho-analytic the
Celia Campbell.
ory and mythological insights are flue
ntly co-ordinated to present a damn
Phyllis Chesler
ing indictment of an inhuman system.

Women and Madness
Allen Lane $8.80

Woman and Madness is a study of the
treatment of women by the psychia
tric establishment in America.
She

The First Ms Reader
Warner Paperback Library $1.50
The first issue of Ms Magazine has
become a collector's piece all over the
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world. In the U.S. it sold out comp
letely within a few weeks. The dem
and for it was so great that eventua
lly a 'black market' for it developed
and, at last report, the going price was
$35 (the retail price was $1).
I know a woman in Australia who has
been searching for Ms No.1. for over a
year. One of the articles in this extra
ordinary issue has been niggling away
in her mind since June 1972 when she
first saw it and she just has to have it.
Her quest was fruitless. She couldn't
even borrow a copy to photocopy the
article. The quest also became famous
in a minor sort of way and common
acquaintances would sometimes say in
her absence "How is Margaret?" Has
she found that copy of Ms yet?"
If there is any such person in New
Zealand, I am pleased to say that her
search can now end.
The Ms First
Reader contains all the major articles
from that first fantastic issue (only a
few topical articles wou
few topical articles which would now
seem dated have been omitted) plus a
few notable articles from later issues.
To refresh your memory, there is:
The Housewife's Moment of Truth Jane O'Reilly
I Want A Wife - Judy Syfers
How to Write Your Own Marriage
Contract - Susan Edmiston
The Sexual Revolution Wasn't Our
War - Anselma Dell'Olio
*
Men's Monthly Cycles - Dr Estell
Ramev
The Radicalisation of Simone de
Beauvoir - Alice Schwarzer
and many, many others.
For those who haven't read Ms No.1,
there is really a treat in store for you.
I remember when, after a full day of
feverish reading, I finished it and in
that letdown which always follows fininishin
ishing something you're totally invol
ved in, I thought "There'll never be
another one. They've said it all."
For those who have read it, it is 100%
re-readable. You won't believe how
much of that seemingly unforgettable
prose you have forgotten.
Robin Mack.

against
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This year, I’ve been at University, as most people who know
me realised many moons ago. It has been the major expen
diture of my time and energy. During the past few months,
I’ve been often subtly and not so subtly reminded in my
course work reading that I am a w om an when actually the
way I feel is I AM WOMAN’ And it takes much of my
stamina to keep feeling that way.
For instance, I had to write an essay on aggression
“There is a biologically appropriate way for males to be
aggressive and another for the female” . Intellectual activ
ity equals aggression therefore the male is superior as
proved by the non-existence of a female Beethoven etc.
“ In the relation between the sexes, the spermatazoon
swims actively, while the ovum passively awaits is pene
tration. Therefore the problems of the tru potential of
women demonstrates our alienation from our own instinct
ive roots.”
P86-88 Human Aggression
Anthony Storr, Penguin Books, 1968 UK

Listening to ‘View Point’ an interview on ‘Ovum trans
plantation.’ The procedure goes like this: first the
woman is given a drug that induces the production of
multiple ova. These are then removed from the ovary,
usually about fifteen of them, and placed in a container
of life sustaining fluid, a generous supply of male spermatoza is added. After a few days it is possible to see how
many ‘takes’ there has been. (In other words, how many
human lives have begun). Out of the original fifteen at
least half will be ‘takes’, out of these ‘takes’ one will be
selected and implanted in to the mother’s uterus.
What ever happens to the rest of the ‘takes’? One can
only guess, quietly sluiced down the laboratory plug
hole. Why isn’t the ‘Society for the Protection of the
Unborn Child’ concerning itself with the moral issues of
this practise? How is it that Doctors and Scientists are
allowed to get away with such wholesale ‘test tube’
abortion while children under sixteen are expected to
'carry to full term at considerable risk to their health
and well being. Our culture is full of these hypocritical
anomalies. Men are permitted to sluice away newly
formed human beings but if the conception takes place
in a woman’s body it becomes a crime for her to rid her
self of it.______________________ Ms L. Bozinovitch.

And on it goes. And it doesn’t get better. It gets worse.
So I though I’d go back to the beginning and clear a few
things up. Like this:
Fact: It has been estimated that 200 million mobile
Fact: the egg is about 90,000 times larger than the sperm > sperms are necessary to ensure fertilization of one egg.*
When you’re that big, what else do you do but move slowly?
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l ^ “When men talk about conception, there’s always the
allusion to the “seed” and how it is spilled into a woman.
I get the picture of the sperm swimming vigourously about
in the vaginal canal while the big, lazy egg lolls around
waiting or slowly drifts down to meet it. Then there’s a
blare of trumpets as Supersperm bombards the egg. Presto,
it’s the miracle of life, brought about by - ta-ta - Super
sperm. It would make a great comic strip.”

and later, with supersperm effort....

_ _

i

P149, April speaking in Bitching
Marion Meade, Prentice Hall, New Jersey
1973

)

Fact: He’d better be super! That’s my egg he’s fooling aroun H
around with! The quality control in this sperm business
is BAD. Only one out of 200 million makes it to the end
of the production line.

/ p * * - --------
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And then when it happens to you — try to get him to
admit he had any part in it !!!! “ YOU conceived”, he
says.
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jobs, one to work on a thesis and another to attend a
full-time university course. The children have benefited
greatly from an enriched and varied environment and the
feeling of an extended family has been enhanced at week
ly eating groups and regular, three-weekly, discussion
meetings.
A men’s consciousness-raising group, started in Welling
ton in January, is still going strong.

w
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AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S LIBERATION
GROUP is concentrating on trying to get a women’s
studies course accepted by the University for next year.
Several lecturers are interested but most of the- work is
still to be done. There will be a meeting for interested
staff and students during the second week of term.
PALMERSTON NORTH.
We in Palmerston North are starting a Child Care
Action Group , to push for good child care facilities. We
think this is an opportune time with local body elections
coming up to publicise the issue and to educate the
public on it. We will be making child care the focal
demand in our September 19th march commemorating
women's sunrage in New Zealand. We would like to
know what activities and ideas you have on child care
and whether you wish to join with us in marching for it
on September 19th. It would be so much more effective
if the demand could be on a national basis.
Yours in sisterhood,
VIV PORZSOLT
P.N. Women’s Liberation Child Care Action Group

INVERCARGILL WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
At the moment we are seeking women candidates whom
we can support in the forthcoming local body elections.
At present there is one woman on the city council.
At a recent meeting Ian Lamont, who has just formed a
group called “ The Men’s Collective”, came to explain his
views. He was quoted in the local paper as saying “ we are
not opposed to Women’s Liberation as such . . . but on
some points it is high time they were .taken to task. Some
of the rhetoric, especially that emanating from Auckland
is downright preposterous.” (He couldn’t give any
specific examples when questioned on this point although
we gathered that the name of the Broadsheet column
“ Kicking Against the Pricks” didn’t appeal to his sense of
humour.)
Mr Lamont reckons New Zealand is a maternalistic
society, because boys and men are ^desensitized’ by their
mothers and wives. It seemed that he meant, that women
dominate in the home. We agreed that this could be so in
some cases, but what sex continues to dominate the power
structure and decision-making in New Zealand society?
Abortion? “ Women have an obligation to reproduce”.
We agreed on stereotyping issues - but by the end of the
evening we thought that the Men’s Collective was very
probably “ opposed to Women’s Liberation as such”.

A recent newsletter of the DUNEDIN COLLECTIVE
contains an enthusiastic report on the University Exten
sion course —“ The History of Women since the Indus
trial Revolution, Britain and New Zealand” — which
has just ended. This was a ten-week course, three hours
NOW, WHANGAREI, is already planning an all-party pol a week, and was given at night, so that women (no man
signed up) representing many different age groups,
itical forum for Whangarei electorate candidates in the
occupations and ethnic backgrounds were able to attend.
General Election. As a preliminary, it has been inviting
Classes were divided into two parts, a straight lecture
representatives of each party to separate forums.
session being followed by discussion and class reports
on individual topics.
WELLINGTON WOMEN’S WORKSHOP is going into
hibernation for an indeterminate period of time. There
AUSTRALIA
will be no more weekly meetings but members of the
Workshop will continue to get together oh an irregular
News from WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
and informal basis and those women who are already
The Women’s Centre Action Group, Perth, set up a
involved in activities will continue them. The newsheet
Women’s Refuge at 5 Vale Rd., Mt. Lawley, on July 1st.
will also continue.
They hope eventually to receive a State or Federal grant
The W.W.W. newsheet also informs us that, out of the
but in the meantime are having to raise other funds to
sixteen candidates on the Labour ticket for the Welling
pay the rent of $45 a week. Amongst other donations,
ton City Council, six are women.
they received a grant of $1,000 from the Lotteries Com
mission of Western Australia to buy furnishings etc.
NOW, WELLINGTON, reports that its Contraceptive
Other news from Perth refers to a women’s studies
course, a newspaper to be published by a group of women
and Family Planning Group has distributed a question
at the University and a film group intending to film the
naire to Wellington G.P.s, with the aim of finding what
progress of the Women’s Refuge as its first project.
their feelings are on prescribing contraceptives and
what are the methods most popularly used.
BRISBANE WOMEN’S LIBERATION has made submis
Four NOW members — Nicki Hill, Barbara Holt, Sue
sions to the Queensland Government’s Commission of
Piper and Pat Brockie — are among the Labour candi
Inquiry into the Status of Women.
dates for the Wellington Local Body Elections.
Over the past six months, some members of NOW have
There will be a Socialist Women’s Conference in
been involved in a five-family, childcare cooperative,
MELBOURNE, October 5-6 .
which has enabled three of them to pursue part-time
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COMING EVENT

A Programme o£
Films Made by
Women
October 4

$5
.J & r

Part of the Seminar with Films from the Sydney Film
makers’ Cooperative features Women’s Films. The fol
lowing films will be screened:
HOME —Women’s Film Group
Documentary with re-enactment as two women who
spent their childhood in the “homes” of the child wel
fare system reveal what happens when young women are
incarcerated in these prisons. The child welfare system
buttresses the patriarchal family —if the family of a
working class girl should “ fail”, she is liable to be locked
up in a “ home” , forced to undergo “virginity” tests and
other indignities, sentenced to hard labour and deprived
of all affectionate contact with other human beings. De
prived of all rights to education, freedom or love, the
girls who then rebel are sent through a system of increas
ingly punitive gaols, ultimately emerging with only one
prospect for survival —prostitution..
This film is part of a campaign to abolish the “ homes”.
It is an accomplished film which conveys both logically
and emotionally just how bad this type of institutional
ized life is for the girls it supposedly is designed to help.
The film was made cooperatively by women from the
Sydney Women’s Film Group and women with exper
ience in the homes, through the National Film and TV
School.
FILM FOR DISCUSSION - Martha Kay
One of the first films to be made by women from the
women’s movement. It was three years in the making
and is now available for use in schools and women’s
groups. It shows Jeni, a young office worker, at home
and at work, approaching a turning point in conscious
ness. The film is an exploration, in documentary style
applied to dramatic material, influenced by the new
American cinema work of such filmmakers as Warhol.
THE BREADMAKER - Rosalind Gillespie
A women filmmaker’s sense of humour connects the
basic pleasures of food, sex and shape. “ A kneaded meta
phor on the staff of life.”
Rosalind is a New Zealander who went to Australia sev
eral years ago with her husband and two children. “The
Breadmaker” was made in the course of a co-op work
shop held over the course of twelve weekends in 1973.
Apart from being an achievement in itself (and to actu
ally complete a film during a workshop is very difficult),
the film represents, in a sense, her “ coming out” from
under years of family and kids and the general suffoca
tion most women feel when confined solely to the wife

and mother roles society dictates for them.
You can tell the film’s been made by a woman because
it shows the genitals of both sexes, has a sense of humour
and doesn’t degrade or falsify sex.
Rosalind is now well on the way to making more films setting up her own editing room in cooperation with
another woman. She hopes to make at least one film on
sex which could be used for child sex education in
Australia and go some way towards changing the rigid
sex-role differentiation that prevails there. Hopefully
New Zealand will see more of her films in the future.
LEONIE’S FILM — Leonie Crennan
A deeply felt personal film about a strained relationship.
Made by someone just becoming aware of the potential
of the film medium to reveal emotions. “ In what must
be one of the most intimate moments recorded on film,
Kit reveals his true feelings to Leonie, unaware that the
tape-recorder was running.”
THE STRIPPER - Siew Ha Beh
Expresses a feminist view of the stripper; it’s implications
are vast.
REFLECTIONS — Bev Clarke
A visual poem on a stream and sunlight.
U.S. WOMEN’S FILM - Newsreel
Beginning with individual interviews, women talk about
the days when their big hope was the man and marriage
which would bring fulfillment. After disillusionment,
comes a raising of consciousness about women’s real
position in everyday reality. The second part of the
film shows women in consciousness raising and self help
groups. Political understanding expands until the women
can see their personal situation in the light of social real
ities affecting everyone. The film shows mainly women’s
economic exploitation and although some “career” wom
en speak, it deals primarily with the situation of the
majority: poor and working women.
WOMEN IN A HOUSE - Sue Ford
No details available.
GRETEL— Gillian Armstrong
This was made at the Film and TV School.

The films will be shown at Auckland University
on 4 October. For information about registra
tion ($1) phone 30 789 ex 69, or 375 265 or
call at the Student Travel Bureau, Top Floor,
Student Union Building, 34 Princes St after 11 am.

